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PittBburg, Sept 27. At least fifty
people were seriously injured and
many are believed to be dead as the
result of an explosion shortly betore
noon today in the offices of the
Columbian Film Exchange,
The inflammable films became ig
nited in an unknown manner and a
terrific explosion followed. Ambu
lances were rushed ti the scene imme
diately.
Fire again bnSke out at 1:30 o'clock
and a second explosion is imminent.
It is feared the eight story building is
about to collapse.
The explosion came without warning. In a moment the building was
a blinding mass of flames. The occupants became panic stricken and
rushed wildly for the exits. Fighting
madly they broke down the screens
around the elevators, begging the ele-- j
vat.or boys to save them.
Roy Barclay, an elevator boy, made
.tea trips through the flames , before
"
was disabled Seven employes of
the exchange are unaccounted for.
PLANS FOR SAFEGUARDING
OF MINING INVESTORS

New York, Sept. 27. The Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America
has accepted an official opinion of
what the annual reports of mining
companies should contain which would
safeguard investors. The report declares that every mining company
should publish a report within ninety
days after the end of the fiscal year,
containing tabulated statements of the
work accomplished, expenditures and
receipts from the beginning, marketable produces each year, sums re
ceived for sale of same, net earnings
and disposition of the same. It also
calls for a review of the work with a
statement of the assets and liabilities,
showing all the details of the capi
talization 'of the company, statement
Of ore reserves and competent est!
mate of the life of the mine.
TIGERS AND ATHLETES
ENTER HOME STRETCH

.

Philadelphia, Sept 27. This week's
games will decide the winner of the
pennant of the American league.
Philadelphia has nine games to play
anu Detroit 8. Sixteen points separate the two teams. Philadelphia
plays Cleveland today and tomorrow,
then Chicago follows for .five games
in three days, Washington winding
mp the season with two games. De- troii has two with New York, four
with Boston and two with Chicago.
JUDGE

I'

MILLS SIGNS
DECREE IN ROGERS SUIT

Late Saturday afternoon Judge W.
J. Mills In chambers signed the decree
in the condemnation suit brought by
the board of county commissioners
against Charles' S. Rogers, the West
side, blacksmith, Involving the Rogers
blacksmith shop on Bridge street. The
money, $2400, was paid Into court to
be In turn paid to Mr. Rogers, and
the litigation which has delayed the
beginning of work on the new Gallinas
river bridge, id thereby at last ended.

BY FIENDISH MURDER

Within the past forty-eighours, two of the most fiendish
and atrocious crimes in the criminals annals of New Mexico have
f been committed. In both instances helpless young women were the
victims. A coincidence is that although far removed, both crimes
:f were similar and in each case the unfortunate victim succumbed to
f the wounds inflicted by her assailant or assailants. All New Mexico
is shocked by the two horrible murders, while at Santa Rosa and
Santa fe, the Immediate scenes of the crimes, excitement is at
high pitch although no violence Is believed likely, owing to extra pre- cautions taken by the officers to protect the suspects In custody
4The details herewith given of the two murders are so terrible as to
f be almost unbelievable.
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Anaconda, Mont., Sept. 27. Presi
dent Taft arrived at Silver Bow Junction at 6:30 o'clock this morning and
his train was switched to tne tracks
of the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific
railroad. The president was landed
at the very door of the great Washoe
smelter. It was the president s first
view of a plant of tnls kind and he
showed the greatest interest in its
operations. He was welcomed by U.
S. Senator Thomas M. Carter,
and
after a drive through the streets,
made a brief address.
Goes Down In Mine

Butte, Mont, Sept. 27. President
Taft was given an insight Into the
operation of another great western
industry today when, accompanied by
John Hays Hammond, he was taken
through the hot stopes of the famous
old Leonard mine. Alter his arrival
at, Jl o'clock he was driven to tne
corfu house square, where he deliver-1'- !
He was then
ed .a short address.
taken to the Leonard mine, and after
donning miners' garb, was dropped to
the 1200 foot level, where he was
shown all the phases of mining and
timbering in the stopes of the famous
old producer. It was the unanimous
opinion of the presidential party that
Turkish baths and golf were far outdistanced as weight reducers by the
hot stopes thousands of feet below the
earth's surface.
After commenting on the difference
in conditions prevailing here and at
other points on his trip the president
said:
, "After all ,It is not great industries
or great wealth, but it Is the comfort
and happiness of each Individual that
goes to make up our great nation and
no one can take the trip I have been
taking without seeing in every face
and hearing in every voice, that every
man is looking forward, not backward; that he knows that In himself
in his constitution, and in the make
up of his' fellows is the certainty of
a progress onward that shall uplift
the people and make America even a
greater country than it is now."
OF EYES
ARE TURNED SKYWARD

New York, Sept. 27. Water yielded
to air today as a conspicuous element in the Hudson-Fultocelebration and the eyes of millions were
turned to the sky above the tall buildings, where they hoped to see Glenn
H. Curtiss or Wilbur Wright in a
flight before- - the day was over. All
over the city codes of signals flys
to announce whether the flight will be
possible and the time it be made.
Palisades Park, stretching 14 miles
along the Jersey shore of the Hudson
above Ft. Lee, was dedicated today.
Governors Hughes of New ork, and
Fort, of New Jersey, were the principal speakers., At the close of the
ceremonies the monument to Henry
Hudson on Spuyten Duyvil Hill in the
Bronx was dedicated by Governor
Hughes. Mayor McClellan, Archbishop Farley and General Stewart L.
Woods also spoke.
Adverse winds made certain that
the race for dirigible balloons from
New York to Albany for a ten thousand dollar prize would not start ton

TRAIN HITS HAND CAR
FOUR INSTANTLY

KILLED

Wausau, Wis., Sept. 27. While returning from church yesterday at
Faniatowaski on a hand car, a party
of nine persons was struck by a
ireight train in a narrow cut, killing
four and injuring three eriously.
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Santa Ve the Scene An Atrocious Killing
of Horrible
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SIX 4KE SAVED

LIGHT SHIP MANAGES TO RESCUE
PORTION OF CREW BY
HEROIC WORK

WILL MEAN MUCH TO ALFONSO'S
KINGDOM WHICH IS FACING
AN INTERNAL CRISIS

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept 27. The steam,
Madrid, Sept. 27. The war office
(Special Dispatch)
(Special Dispatch.)
today announces the complete success er City of Trie, from Cleveland, ran
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 27. Uncons- ... Santa Rosa, N. M., Sept 27. The of the Spanish maneuvers in Morocco down a schooner supposed to be the
earjy today off Erie, Pa.
cious since 7 o'clock last evening. latest developments' today in the fiend- against the Moors. Nador and Zeluan Eggelston
crew went down with
the
Twelve
of
desboth
been
hare
occupied after
death this morning relieved the suf- ish murder on Saturday of Miss Sallie
Two were rescued in
the
schooner.
and
the ring about Mt
were unconscious and
the beautiful daughter of R. perate fighting
small
boats
but
fering of Miss Gertrude . Montgomery, Hatton,
C. Hatton and wife, who conduct
a Guru'ga is now considered almost unable to tell the name of the vessel,
school teacher, hotel
Is
closed.
of
Moors
the
The
the
position
at Los Tanos, a small town ten
A panic was threatened among the
',
who was discovered early yesterday miles from here in Guadalupe county, desperate..
passengers of the steamer, but they
Kaid
Amas
before
has
two
miles
appeared
were quieted by the officers.
is the arrest of Robert Hoggins, a
morning in Santa Fe canon,
of
terms
General
the
Marina, asking
Six survivors of the wrecked vessel
from this city, almost dead as the re- clerk in a Btore here, who has been
sult of being assaulted, presumably formally charged with the murder. surrender for the tribes entrenched on are aboard a light ship, the remaining
by three trusties from the territorial The evidence against Hoggins is pure- Mt. Guruga yesterday. The result of members of the crew having perished,
penitentiary employed on the scenic ly circumstantial. Two other suspects the conference is not known, but It Is including Captain Delano, of the steamhighway, and who are now held In who were arrested have been released, believed the Moors are ready to sur- er Porto Rico. The light ship is unable to signal the name of the ship
solitary confinement in the peniten having proved satisfactory alibis. Hog render on any terms.
knowledge of the
The success of the Spanish forces or the cause of the wreck.
tiary, where they were brought imme gins disclaims any was
crime. He
arrested on a in Morocco is regarded as of inestimdiately after the flying woman had! brutal
been found and taken to St. Vincent s warrant sworn to by the father of the able benefit to the government, which MERITED PROMOTION FOR
ded flr
is facing
crisis.
POPULAR RAILROAD MAN
hospital In this city. These three
Hatton, the victim, came to
BUrn Deserted Villages
trusties are George Gunderman, from Santa Rosa
from
morning
Saturday
Colfax county; Tom
Alhumas, Morocco, Sept. 27. The
Dauer, from
J. F. Anton, one of the most popular
Tauos to purchase supplies for entire
coas lice is illuminated : by of the 'Santa railway's Las Vegas
em- - y
7 Chavez t ie
Fkly comity; and Pa 0-ho.r
conducted
total
by
'
After
Moorish
.the
Lincoln
from
villages.
county.
f
ploycs, having served this railroad irjy
parents. The young lady rode Into burning
Although partially conscious when town on horseback and left for Las Spanish batteries silenced the native the capacity of day yardmaster here
brought to the hospital, the victim Tanos shortly after 12 o'clock.
Not artillery yesterday, the infantry drove for the past two years, has been
was so terribly wounded as to be .un- reaching home by dark her parents the Moors from their position and promoted to be transportation Inspecable to speak, aside from answering grew alarmed and several searching burned the desert villages.
tor of the New Mexico division, with
'
Strategy Won the Day
questions with the nod of her fearful- parties were made up to look for her
in this city.
headquarters
Melilla, Sept. 27. A fake attack on
ly battered head. The only clew that after it had been ascertained that she
This Is a new position Just created
was
Orozco
In
not
Zeluan
made
the
General
a
was
Santa
Rosa.
nod
assailants
to
her
by
she gave
on this division and in selecting Mr.
At 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon one capture of Nador. comparatively easy. Anton for the
of her head when asked If there were
place his superiors retown
The
Mr.
were
defenses
razed
and
headed
the
Hatton
by
three of them and also when asked searching party,
cognized in him the man for the place,
now
burned
discovered
a
the
is
the
It
girl's body
by
Spaniards.
if one of them was an American with himself,
mile and a half, east of town in , a occupied by twenty thousand Span- owing to his excellent record while-ia broad face.
the employ of the company. The
ish
had
rock crevice, where it
been
troops. Religious services are beThe victim was discovered yester- small
concealed ; by her murderer.
The ing held to celebrate the victory and duties of the new position consist of
woman
who
native
a
day morning by
a thorough inspection of the- resided up the canyon. She noticed body was horribly bruised and muti- the soldiers were congratulated by making and
in
handling
dispatch of all freight
Marina
the
General
had
lated,
person.
girl
indicating
house
thaj
her
from
not
far
something
on the New Mexico divisiontraffic
overa
brave
before
made
fight
being
from
to
the ground come. She had been
rise
struggling
and pays a good salary, as the posibeaten and ANNUAL MINING CONGRESS
He
and sent her son to investigate.
tion is a most responsible one.
and her clothes torn entirecame running back with the informa- scratched
AT
GOLDFIELD
MEETS
Mr.. Anton's friends will be pleased' '
tion that it was a woman, covered ly off. From the crevice where tothea
was
led
to
found,
learn of his advancement and prebody
footprints
The
with blood and almost dead.
spot 'some hundred yards away, Goldfield, Sept. 27. The twelfth an dict for him a bright future In themother dispatched her son
nual convention of the American min- railroad world.
to Santa Fe to notify the police, while where the final struggle had taken
point, foot- - ing congress was called to order late His promotion recalls an Incident
she went to the girl's assistance, and place. From this latter
showed the way to anpther spot this afternoon, the morning being concerning him while he ,was
while waiting for aid she did what Iprints
away, where a previous spent by the delegates visiting the
Soon after taking the posishe could to alleviate her terrible some distance
had taken place, and where, plants of the Goldfield Consolidated
struggle
the switch engine was about fiftion,
suffering.
broken
the
had
away company. There is considerable talk
girl
When aid did arrive, the unfortun- evidently
minutes late one morning.' Mr.
her assailant and ran for her among the delegates concerning the teen
ate young woman was removed to the from
Anton
that night left a note on his
life.
horse
which
The
Miss Hatton establishment of a federal bureau of
hospital and physicians summoned. rode when
which was addressed to the per- -'
leaving Santa Rosa was mines, which the congress has advo desk
These worked heroically to save her found
sons responsible which read something
without either bridle or saddle. cated for years.
life, but to no avail, the exposure and
like this:
.
had
torn
and
veil
been
The
hat
girl's
more
.than
her frightful wounds, being
"The switch engine was fifteen minhead
from
not
been
have
her
and
could
The
stand.
the frail constitution
utes late this morning. This delay-A hand satchel containing a COMPANION OF FAMOUS
examination of the physicians showed found.
KIT CARSON IS DEAD cost the company
some
dollars. I do not
few
Bmall
and
money
purchases
that Miss Montgomery had fought her Is also
know how you feel about, but this is
.,
missing.
assailants with the fury of a tigeress,
27.
John
O'Neill,
Chicago,
Sept.
returned a ver
the way I feel about it."
for there was hardly a spot on her The coroner's jury
dict that the girl came to her death scout, Indian lighter, civil war vet
Suffice to say that the switch engine- body that had not been bruised, while at
former
father
the
and
alderman
the hands of someone unknown. eran,
was never late again.
her head was battered Into an almost
of
track elevation in Chicago, died
unrecognizable mass. This proves The supposition is that Hoggins, who here yesterday at the age of 74 years.
He joined Kit Carson in his trip SLIGHT EARTHQUAKE ALARMS
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
through New Mexico, which was a
PEOPLE OF ST. LbUIS
constant succession of Indian fights.
He was an army scout in Utah, WySt. Louis, Sept. 27. Many peopleoming and Nevada.
were awakened early this morning by
a slight earthquake shock. The shock
CHILDREN IN PANIC
,
was felt as far south at Cairo, HI.
WHEN SCHOOL BURNS
has been reported.
A settlement of the earth's crust.
Jersey City, Sept. 27. Fifteen chilthe seat of the disturbance many
dren were injured, one fatally, in a with
fire at St. Anthony's Polish school here miles distant, is regarded as the cause-othe shock.
The fire was caused by bombs
The arrival in Las Vegas on Satur ana New Mexico. The New Mexico today.
street
in
the
exploded
Kentucky Also Shaken
celebrating
by
day last of Senator J. W. McCreery, project Is none other than the reser- Italians.
The children thought the
Louisville,
Ky., Sept 27. Reportsnear
this
voir
B.
city.
Frank
and
Gibson,
of Greeley, Colo.,
school was being dynamited and they from Paducah,
Renderson, Qwensboro,
Is
Senator
the
McCreery
general became panic stricken, many being
of Denver, has put in circulation many
and
say an earthquake shock
rumors concerning the Camfield reser- counsel for this company, while Mr. knocked down and trampled on until was Mayfield
felt over western Kentucky today,
Gibson, Is Its secretary and treasurer. the pressure broke open the doors.
voir project on tne Las Vegas grant
but little damage v was done. Tha
While neither McCreery or uibson The latter was at one time the right
shock was distinctly felt here.
have given out any statement as to hand man of David H. Moffat, the MASONS TO REPRODUCE
TEMPLE OF SOLOMON
tne purpose of .their visit here at this Colorado millionaire railroad magnate,
.
time, It is generally believed that It and also for many years
EL PALACIO INCORPORATES
Boston, Sept. 27. Twenty Massameans the early beginning of work on of the International Trust- - company of
FOR MILLION DOLLARS
the big reservoir and irrigation system Denver. He has had .direct superyi-- ; chusetts Masons, headed by several
on the grant, which is to recalm thous-whic- h sion of some of the largest railroad prominent men, have organized, a coris to reclaim thousands of and Irrigation enterprises in Colorado poration to revive the project of
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 27.
and his association with the Camfield building a replica of the ancient temands of acres of rich farming land.
The El Palacio Mercantile com- - f
Rumors are in circulation that equip Development company lends it addi- ple of Solomon at Jerusalem. It is in- - pany of Las Vegas was incorpor- tended to secure a $5 subscription
ment is already being assembled by tional prestige.
a ted here today. Its capital stock
the Camfield Development company
An effort will be made to secure a from each of the 15.000 Masonic Blue
is 81,000,000 with Patricio Sena f
lodges throughout the United States.
at Greeley, preparatory to shipment statement from either1 Senator
as president and other Las Ve- - f
to Las Vegas, for use in the building
4-- gas men as stockholders.
or Mr. Gibson before they
It Is f
WAR
TO
SOUTH
APPEALS
of the reservoir.
one of the largest mercantile In-- f
leave the city if that be possible, or
f
FOR
DEPARTMENT
RELIEF
Both Senator McCreary and Mr. Gib- from Chief Engineer Stinson, who is
corporations to be filed in many
son are still in the city.
Both are also here.
27. An urgent 4- months in the office of the terrl- Sept.
Washington,
members of the recently organized
Is
The Camfield engineering corps
torial secretary.
appeal has been made to the war deg
Camfield Development company, ca- still busily engaged in
The Doming Lumber company
stricken towns In
the
partment
by
pitalized at $500,000, the purpose of the land to be irrigated and this in Louisiana and Mississippi which were f elso filed articles of incorpora- which is to provide for the financing itself is an excellent omen that there devastated by the storm of a wop
tion here today, with a capital
and building of several of the Cam-fiel- will be something doing in the Imme- ago. It is not known what action will
stock of $25,000.
f
be taken..
projects' in Colorado, Wyoming diate future on the big project
f
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VEGAS INSURANCE MAN
IN SERIOU3 (TROUBLE

(Special Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 27.
a sensational hearing was
f Quite
held here today before Territo- rial Insurance Commissioner Ja- ' cobo Chavez.when H. C.
Kelley,
a Las Vegas" Insurance agentf was
called on the carpet to an- f ewer a charge of violating the
territorial insurance laws by re- 4 bating a life insurance premium.
4- The evidence
against Kelley, if
f found btrong enough, will result
4 In his license to do business in
the territory being revoked. The
offense is a very serious one.
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Butte, Sept 27. The labor trouble
between the Western Federation of
Miners and the Engineers' union, was
settled today by the return of the engineers to the ranks of the miners'
.
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THE RAILROAD WORLD

APPLIANCES THAT

Fe has 29 miles in course of construc'
.
tion.
Another feature of the operation of
the Santa Fe which is responsible to
a large degree for the prevention of
disastrous wrecks is the Increased facilities for dispatching trains, through
the supplemental telephone .service.
Thus far, although the telephone has
been in use a little over a year, the
Santa Fe has 252.2 miles of telephone
lines which are used in handling the
trains. From Newton to Emporia the
Santa Fe has 74.8 miles in operation.
From Emporia to Kansas City, via
there is a mileage of 128 miles,.
From Camden Junction to Carrollton
Junction, in Missouri, there are 29.5
miles, and from Joliet to Pequot, 111.,
there are 20.2 miles.
This system, however, is still in its
infancy as 1,805.1 miles is projected
and much of this is under actual construction. From Emporia to Kansas
there is a mileage
City via the cut-of- f
ot 112.8 miles which is nearly ready
for operation. From Chicago to Kansas City 458.4 miles will soon be used
in handling trains. From Wellington,
Kan., to Waynoka, Okla., there is projected a mileage of 107 miles; from
Uovis to Belen, 240.1 miles; from
Waynoka to Amarillo, 205 miles; from
Amarillo to Clovls, 104.8 miles; from
Gainesville to Temple 192.5 miles; and
from Bakersfield to Ferry Point on
the coast lines 384.5 miles.
The Santa Fe is experimenting with
motor cars which are much safer
than the ordinary trains although of
course they are suitable only for local
work.
The road has recently made
three tests. One is now giving good
service from Topeka to Emporia, a
distance of 63 miles. Another has been
in operation between Chanute and
Pittsburg, a distance of 54 miles. The
third experiment was on "the coast
lines between San Bernardino and Los
Angeles, a distance of 87.1 miles. ,
'

,

MAKE FOR SAFETY

IN TRAVELING
BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM HELPED
THE SANTA FE TO ITS PERFECT RECORD

'

..

To-pek-

TELEPHONES

ALSO

HELPED

This Method of Dispatching Trains
Growing Rapidly and Is Proving
and Head'
Highly Satisfactory-Re- ar
End Collisions Now Prevented by
Automatic Contrivances.
In connecton with the recent an
nouncement of the Santa re's per
feet record of one year wthout a
single fatality, it is interesting to note
some of the conditions which have
made possible such an achievement
on a road which is so diverse in, char
acter of conditions as the Santa Fe.
Modern methods of making traffic
safer and less liable to accident has
played an Important part in making
this record.
'
Of all the safety . 'contrivances
adopted by American railways in re
cent years, the block system is In the
lead. Train collisions both rear-enand head-owhich were formerly responsible for the great losses of life,
are prevented by safety methods. The
block system has been installed over
a large portion of the Santa Fe and
has contributed greatly to the safety
of passengers. '
In all, the Santa Fe operates 1,492
miles of block system. Of this amount
the Santa Fe has 1,485.5 miles in opr
eration between Chicago and Raton,
N. M., and intermediate points. From
Kern Junction to Bakersfield, Calif.,
and Glen Fraser to Christie, Calif.,
there is 4.3 miles in operation. ,And
on the gulf lines between Virginia
Point and Island, both in Texas, there
is a stretch of 2.2 miles.
This block system, which has now
been generally adopted by all the
railways notwithstanding public opinion to the contrary is being gradually pushed all over the Santa Fe
system. Plans are now in actual working for the installing of block signal
systems over 36.5 miles of track on
the system, which will be in operation
before cold weather sets in. Between
Knox and Cameron, 111., the Santa Fe
will soon place an additional system
of 13.5 miles. And from Highland
JuncHon to Summit, Calif., the Santa
v

d

n

,

.4 t
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RAILROAD NOTES
F. T. Fassall is a new switchman
in the local yards.
Fireman R. L. Whetstone laid off
yesterday. He was on the sick list
Fireman P. N. Marx reported for
duty yesterday after a three days'
layoff.
Two engines, the 1604 and 1654,
came in from the Albuquerque shops
Saturday.
Engineer H. Hartley and Fireman J.
B. Merrlt reported for duty yesterday
taking engine 1224.
Night Yardmaster A. B. Hazlett has
been appointed day man In the place
of J. F. Anton, F. T. Devlne taking
the place of the night yardmaster.
J. E. Whalen, Santa Fe fruit and
meat inspector, will leave in the next
few days on a trip to Wyandotte, Kan
sas. Upon his return he will accept
a similar position at Clovis. His of

5 AY,

Dr.

SEPT!BER

27, 1909

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is the best of ell medicines tor the cure of diseases,
disorders and weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly graduated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the diseases of women,
It is a safe medicine in any condition of tbe system.

fice here will be closed on account
of all fruit trains going via the Belen
cut-of- f.

xO
y6

habit-formin-

1
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EPWORTH

Louis S. Sena a' car inspector in
the local yards received a most painful injury last night by having a car
THE ONE REMEDY which contains oo alcohol
brake shoe fall on his foot, crushing
g
firu's and which
and no injurious
one of his toes very badly.
for
such
stimulants.
no
creates
craving
Eugene Herber, night clerk at the
local roundhouse, will occupy the
THE ONE REMEDY so fiood that its maker
chair of the day clerk in the place of
re not afraid to print its every ingredient on
Mindon McGee, who left yesterday, for
each outside bottle - wrapper and attest to the
Chicago", on a thirty days' visit.
truthfulness of the same under oath.
Mrs. Al Eitram, wife of Conductor
is sold by medicine dealers everywher-- , and any dealer who hasn't it can
It
s
diAlbuquerque-Cloviof
the
Eitram,
get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition for this medicine ot
vision, will leave the former city
n6wn composition.
No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
this week for a visit to Clovis. Mrs.
who says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
Eitram will be accompanied by her
or is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man is not to be
little daughter, Miss Eunice.1.
trusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your health-m- ay
Mrs. Wm. T. Blest,- wife of Chief
be your life itself. Set that you get what you asi for.
Boilermaker W. T. Blest, and their
three children, are expected tome
tomorrow from Wilmington, Del., for when the Harvey house at Lamy and that he alone has the authority
wi.ere they have been visiting Mrs. was destroyed by fire several months to solicit funds for its maintenance.
Blest's mother for the past eleven ago, the Santa Fe did nothing of this The organization depends entirely upkind at this important junction. The on the contributions for the construcmonths.
Employes of the Santa Fe,' as well passengers were allowed to go hungry tion and maintenance of the home,
as teachers and students of the Albu- until they reached their destination. ana all of, this work is to be done by
As an indicatlonNof the improved Mr. Campbell, ' and none other will
querque schools, are anticipating with
much pleasure the renewal of the en- condition existing at the present time, have the authority from the associatertainments at the Santa Fe reading reports made to the New York Cen- tion. When completed the.vhome will
rooms in that city that are promised tral lines officials show that for the' cost $100,000, and will accommodate
by Superintendent Busser early in Oc- first 16 days of September a total of 125 people. There Is now about thirty-ftober.
were handled, ive
893,911 loaded cars
former railroad employes livThe Southern Pacific line west of El which
an increase of 144,269 loaded ing in the new home.
is
now
Paso is
equipped with; a full bat- cars over the same days last year,
Realizing the advantage of an astery of all steel baggage cars and the which then showed an increase of 55,-- sured
future timber supply, a number
union depot yards in the Pass city 223 loaded cars over the first 16
day3 of railroads are adding to their forest
resemble the Mare Island navy yards of
September 1907, which was then holdings and managing their forest
with all of the steel clads in port. The announced
to
the largest movement properties for the production of a suscars attract much attention, as the of loaded earsbe ever
handled .by the tained yield of cross-tie- s
for their own
construction is a radical departure New York Central lines
during the roads. The success and economy of
from the old style frame car, every- same
'
';
period.
preservative treatment now make It
thing, both on the exterior and inteThe G. H. & S. A. is getting ready to possible to use for cross-tie- s
woods
rior of the cars being constructed handle
the great movement o? troops that are cheaper and more abundant
entirely of pressed steel.
which will be brought to El Paso as than the woods of
longer life. By
According to official Canadian rail,, one of the "Spectacular features of tp.ei their recent purchases
of tracts of
ten'
will
r
It
way statistics for the year 1907, the Taft-Dia- z
meeting.
squire
pine the railroads are showing
United States has a population of 381 trains of 120 cars to handle the troops loblolly
their appreciation of this fact. The
for each mile of railway, and Canada from Fort Sam Houston, their equip-- ,
of forestry by the railroads
289. France has 1,590 for each mile ment, Including horses and their ar- practice
Is especially significant, in that it inbe
will
cars
These
of railway, and the United Kingdom tillery pieces.
cludes, in addition to conservative
1,821. In India there are 10,119 for parked near Cotton addition, where
the commercial utilizaeach mile of railroad. In the United the troops will be encamped, and ar-- ! manangement,
tion of timbers of lower grade. In a
States there are 13.61 square miles rangements- are being made to have number of cases
planting is done, also
of territory for each mile of railway; all of the trains spotted on the G. R. with a view
to'tie
avenue.
near
Cotton
The
production, though
siding
161.8
in Canada
square miles; in the
and artillery will be unloaded such plaftitlng. is usually a subordinate
United Kingdom 5.29 square miles, horses
at
freight depot of the' G. H. and part of the forestry policy.
and in France 8.46 square miles for willthe
be taken from there to the camp
each inile of railway.
The fellow who takes things as
grounds by way of Texas street. The
Until at last a temporary building handling of the special troop trains is come is generally satisfied with they
the
is constructed at Barstow, Calif., for now being figured out by the operating things no else wants.
the Harvey house, there will be some officials of the G. H. and every prestyle to the manner in which the rail- caution will be taken to guard the The value of experience depends on
road men will be fed at that plont. safety bf Uncle Sam's crack, soldiers. the Interest we draw from it.
Announcement is made that the
The Santa Fe has arranged for noth
ing less than a palatial dining car, of Home for Aged and Disabled Railthe regular California limited equip- road Employes which is being conment to be maintained at the desert structed at Highland Park, near Chi-- ,
town for the accommodation of the cago, will be completed by December
trainmen as well as the patrons of the 1. The original date set was Novemroad desiring meals at that point. This ber !. Announcement Is made by P.
ism- is in striking contrast to this road's H. Morrlsey, one of the trustees, that
INSTANTLY. Simply add boil-itreatment of Its patrons who have oc Willard C. Campbell had been ap- PREPARED
water, cool and serve. 10c.
package at
casion to visit Santa Fe frequentlyyj pointed financial agent for the home, all grocers. 7 flavor. Refuse allper
substitutes.
--
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LEAGUE

NOTES

(Contributed)
The League (fevotlonal service last
night, led by Miss Mary Kline, waswell attended. The subject, "Paralyzed by Fear" provided an interesting

,

theme, and the meeting, in which
nearly every one present took part,
was an enthusiastic one.
The pastor preached his last
of the present conference-yeayesterday morning and evening-Bot- h
services were well attended and
those present were favored with good,
earnest talks that they will carry In
their minds in the days to come.
Much Interest is being shown in
the lecture to be given Thursday-eveninby Dr. Henry A. Buchtel, at
Normal hall, under the auspices of the
league. Many tickets are already reported sold and it is anticipated that
many people both In and out of the
church will take advantageof this
opportunity to hear one of the west's
best platform orators. Dr. Buchtel's
subject, "The Pleasantness of American Life," will appeal to people of
all classes, and will indeed be a treat
to those hearing it.
League and church circles and pec-'- "
pie generally were greatly surprised
when neWs reached the city
last
Thursday that Joe M. Sundt, one of
our best known young men, had joined the ranks of the benedicts.
The
marriage ceremony took place at
Illinois, and was the culmination of a romance that had Its start
while Joe was a student at the UniThe newly weds
versity of Illinois.
will make their home in this city and
there will be a throng of friends to
welcome them on their return to this
city and wish them God speed on the
sea of matrimony.
The subject of the league devotional service next Sunday night will b
"Obedjence and Abundance.'', Mr. H.
O. Brown, who Is
known for his
natural tact, will be the leader, and
this in itself assures an interesting
meeting. League starts at 6:30 p. m.
hereafter, instead of seven o'clock, so
remember tq get out early and be on
Ur-ban- a,

time.

I,
Night on Bald Mountain

On a lonely night Alex. Benton ot
Fort Edward, N. Y., climbed Bald
Mountain to the home of a neighbor,
tortured by Asthma, bent on curing
him wih Dr. King's- - New Discovery,
that had cured himself of asthma. This
wonderful medicine soon relieved and
quickly cured his neighbor. Later it
cured his son's wife of a severe lung
trouble. Millions believe Its the greatest Throat and Lung cure on Earth.
Coughs, Colds, Croup,, Hemorrhages
and Sore Lungs are surely cured by it.
Best for Hay Fever, Grip and Whooping Cough. 50c and $1.00 Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.''

New Mexico's

Largest, Most

Sq. Feet of

Modern Store

Floor Space

''ESTABLISHED-
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Exclusive Styles in Ladies Fall and Winter Suits,
AioaKs ana uresses
is no one thing the average lady appreciates more than excltisiveness in dress. No matter how nice the garment, how well it fits or how becoming
T hereanother
made along the same ideas, all satisfaction and pleasure in wearing it, is gone, in buying our
gam

it may be, just as soon as it is learned there is
NO TWO ALIKE. This 4e an
Clad rule of this house. When you buy a Suit or Wrap from us you are just as sure of an EXCLUSIVE style as if you had the garment made from your own ideas. This fact coupled with the high
s
workmanship enables us to offer the best values in
goods of any house in the country.
qualities of our garments, guaranteed linings and
And our varieties of styles and colors is the largest in New Mexico."
Ready-to-We-

ar

.

high-clas-

Ready-to-We-

THE SEASON'S MOST POPULAR DRES.S

The Moyen-Ag- e

Model

The accompaning cut gives a very accurate idea of this popular
garment.
Of course there are variations in the style." giving a large variety
to choose from. Some have front panels extending the full length of
the front. Others have shorter pleated skirts and longer bodies than
the illustration Some are elaborately braided, while others are severely
plain. These come In all the popular fabrics of the Season.

-

$14.50 to $30.00
'
Splendid Values in Ladies'

Suits

Our assortment of Fall Suits is one' upon which we spent many
weeks of careful study. Only the best from the different Eastern
markets were purchased. In styles and qualities our Suits are excelled
by none. All of the linings we guarantee for TWO Seasons. And our
exceeds any in the Territory.
variety
The prices are extremely low, ranging from 115.00 to $75.00, and In
any one of them you will receive full value for your money.
We do not charge for alterations.

ar

PrettyinEffects
Skirts
Separate
their
Skirts are

usual
in
Separate
high favor this Season and are made
along the lines of the Suits Skirts the
Moyen-Ag- e
effects bring the favorites.
Some models, "are very plain some
elaborately trimmed with bands, plaids
and jets, while others are trimmed
with Soutache braids. We have an
excellent variety in all the Fall colors
and black, Tanging in price from S3. 50
to $25.00 each. Our guarantee as to
style and quality goes with every
Skirt. Plain and novelty cloth Skirts
are much in demand, though the
Voiles are by far the favorites.

THE POPULARITY OF THE SEPARATE

WAISTS
is as great as ever

Separate Waists are as much in demand as ever and the styles
are richer and more pleasing.
This Season there is a large range of styles and materials
running from the strictly tailored Linen Waists up to elaborately

i
iff

trimmed silk models.

The Jersey Waist

is the greatest novelty of the Season. These Waists are made
from the same material as the silk gloves, only a triffle heavier
They are extremely dressy and very serviceable.

Black Taffeta

Waists are also a strong favorite and come in a large variety of
styles. Some are coparatively plain while others are tastefully trimmed with tucks, insertion and jets- - They are made from the best Taffeta and are guranteed for three months
from the date of Sale.1

Comfortable Shoes for Everybody
Our shoe stock is easily the largest, best selected stock "in the Territory. Amotig the
new novelties just received is an extremely pretty Oxford in patent leather, short vamp
with the back stay extending to the highth of the avarege Shoe and tying with a ribbon bow.
They are the most dressy thing of the Season and sell for only $1.00. Another good
model is Patent Leather Oxford with suede tops, short vamp and high military heel at $3.50.
A very popular high shoe is an all Suede in London Smoke, having a short vamp and
perforated tip, at $5.00 One of our best models is a black Patent leather welt, very high,
having 15 buttons, with a tan upper and wide patent leather collar at $2.00, 2.C0, and 3.50.
For Men we carry the "Douglas" shoes at $'2.0, 3.00, and 3.50 and the "Crcssette"
shoes at $4.00, 5.00 and 6.00.

t--

'it a Ik
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this demand
h

lii

Knit (Goods

of all kinds will be much in demand this Season. Knit Skirts in a variety of colors and
combinations, also plain white. Wool Shawls, Ice wool Shawls and silk Shawls
able colors and sizes. Prices as low as possible, consistent with high qualities in all deair

A-

r

Ladies9 Sweaters
are more m demand

than ever before, and we have
for
by purchasing an extremely large assortment. We have them inprepared
all the
desirable colors and color combinations, in both the plain ribbed and
effects. Lengths
to
and prices range from $3.00 to f 10.00. fancy
vary from
There is
which gives the service and general satisfaction that Sweaters do and this Season
there is
no garment that will be so universally worn.
s
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NEW MEXICO'S

SOCORRO COUNTY'S

largest Wliolesale noose

HISTORY NOW ON

OPENING

C3YEBKQII

INCORPORATED 1906

CHARLES ILFELD

CROWDS FROM ALL OVER SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO ATTEND

WHOLESALE

DAY

Distributing Agents of

CURRY

V

THERE

Jno. Deere

IMPLEMENTS
MoCormio
Deering
Champion

1
.

Three Days Will ba Given to Various
Frontier Sports Baseball Tourna
ment to Be a Feature Delegate W.
H. Andrews and O. A. Larrazolo
.
Among .Those Who Will Deliver Addresses W. E. Martin Chief Boos-

Studebaker
WAGONS VEHICLES

$

American
El wood

STOCK PENCE
Genuine Glidden

,? '

l'

'

LAS.VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE,

j

Wholesalers of
General JVIerolrxetraciie--

H.,:

REV. FR, JOSEPH M. MARRA,, S. J.

REV.

FATHER JOSEPH M. MARRA,

GROSS, HELL
S.

Rev. Fr. Joseph M. Marra, S. J., the
actual editor of Revlsta Catolica, and
superior of the Jesuit mission, which
comprises the states of Colorado and
Texas and the territory of New Mexico, Sunday celebrated his golden jubilee, or his fiftieth year as a member
of the Society of Jesus.
The celebration was of greater proportions and pretentions, however,
than Father Marra had even suspected, for his friends, and these are
legion, had been planning for several
weeks past to see that this anniversary was fittingly- observed. The
ceremonies yesterday proved that
Father Marra is not only universally
respected in Las Vegas and its vicinity, but it is also greatly beloved.
Hundreds called on him during the
day to pay their respects and wish
him many more years of hale and
hearty life, and the occasion was one
that will be long remembered by not
only Father Marra, but by everyone
who participated.
-

ATTEMPTED

HOLD-U- P

Trnidad, Colo., Sept. 27 D. W,
rhoea Remedy
Bruce, Leandro Martinez and Squick
Mr. Frank C. Hanrahan, a prominent Kreeger, three of the men Implicated
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says,
in the attempt to hold up and rob
"For the past six years I have sold
Col
the
Chamberlain's
recommended
paymaster of the
ani
ic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It Fuel company two months ago, were
is a great remedy and one of the best sentenced to the penitentiary by Judge
I
patent medicines on the market.
Hunter here Saturday. Bruce was
handle some others for the same pur- given from five to six years, Kreeger
a
me
profit,
larger
that
pay
poses
from ten to fifteen and Martinez from
out this remedy is so sure to effect a twenty to
thirty years.
to
certain
so
customer
and
my
cure,
All three men pleaded guilty. Kreeto
It
recommending
appreciate my
ger and Martinez also confessed to
him, that I give It the preference." having participated in a number of
dealers.
For sale by all
other robberies in this county during
years, Including the hold
What a woman likes about a ser-- the pastoffew
the Coronado hotel gambling
old ling up
VflTlt ig when she smashes an
room while Charles Tumeison was a
family cup she can make up for it
neighborhood
night policeman. Tumeison was arlatest
the
telling
by
rested in connection with the attempt
gossip.
Victor-America-

The impromptu ceremonies took
place at the Jesuit College building on
the West side, where Father Marra
makes his home.
Born In Naples
In this connection The Optic believes it very appropriate- to review
the life history of this beloved divine.
Rev. Fr. Joseph M. Marra, S. J., was
born in Naples, Italy, January 21,
sixty-fiv- e
1844, and he is therefore
years old. He entered the Society of
Jesus in his native city on September
He finished ,his literary
26, 1859.
course in France and then took up his
His
studies in philosophy in Spain.
theological course was taken in the
celebrated Jesuit College of Woodstock, Maryland. As a student he
was esteemed for his rare talent.
It was in 1875 that Father Marra
came to New Mexico, as editor; of
Revista Catolica and prefect! of
studies in the Las Vegas College.
From 1887 to 1898 he was superior of
the Jesuit Fathers in New Mexico,
Colorado and Texas.
After having
been superior for the above period he

returned to Naples and became pro
vincial. Later he was made presldent of the principal Jesuit College in
that part of Italy. Having finished his
college presidency, he again returned
to New Mexico and for a second time
became the editor of his much beloved Revista Catolica, considered the
ablest edited Catholic publication in
the Spanish language in the southwest, even to this day.
However, at the end of two years,
he found himself suddenly obliged to
sail for Naples again to assume the
presidency of the flourishing Jesuit
university there, and it was with sor
row and deep regret that he left be
hind his host of friends here, whom
he neves expected )a eee again.
But Providence was kind,' for with
in two years he again found himself
back in America and New- - Mexico,
having been returned to Las Vegas
as director of Revista Catolica and
superior of the Jesuit fathers in the
southwest, and here he has lived ever
since, his popularity growing more
and more as time passes. '

n

!

to hold up the
paymaster and, turned state's evidence.
Judge Henry Hunter ordered the
district attorney to issue warrants for
the arrest of Tumeison on the charge
of having been implicated in the robbery of the gambling house. Tumeison, who says he planned the robbing of the paymaster of the
Fuel company, turned state's
evidence,. Kreeger and Martinez and
Bruce plead guilty.
District Attorney MacHendrie protested to the court that if Tumeison
was arrested on the old crime which
was exposed by Martinez and Kreeger
in their confession, it would greatly
handicap his office in the future in
securing evidence from prisoners on
j
promise of immunity.
Tumeison, it is alleged, stood guard
outside the gambling room while the
hold-uwas in progress and later
shared in a division of the spoils.
The trial of Vicente Vigil,
commissioner, who- - is charged with
complicity in the holdup, has been
postponed until the next term of court.
Vigil was released on $5,000 bond.

tel of Colorado, delivered on Wednes
His en
day afternoon and night.
thusiasm 'is indescribable and few
speakers here have shown as great
originality of thought"

CURES
SKEI DISEASES

The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid in
the blood; the cuticle la always healthy where the circulation is free from
When the blood is Infected with .acrid or,unhealthy matter it
Impurities.
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its temperature and preserving Its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness.
Instead it irritates and inflames the delicate fibros and tissues around the
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease.
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are produced
by the deposit from the blood of the acrid humors with which it is filled,
into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
scratching the outer skin affords no relief from, the itching and burning.
8. B. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It
goes down into the circulation and removes the humor3 or acids which are
causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
every variety, of skin affection. Local applications can only soothe; they
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
circulation, reaches the trouble and cures it by "removing the cause. Book
a Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

'
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A NO RED CROSS

Retail Prices:
j,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 3,000 lbs. each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbsj
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c
ioo lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c perper
100 lbs.

1,000

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvester, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
aunty and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vep-at

famous.

Office:

701

Douglas avenue.

Browne &

f

bilk

and

wajf he depended upon.'

"

-

"

Sdia

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
AU kinds of Native Products.

,

Co.

(

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

v

Headquarters in the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural mplemeiits
FULL

LINE OF

F.IEXICAN

AKICLE

SOAP

.

tt

:

f

Seda

:
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laozanarcs

WHOLESALE GROCERS
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D ng the 8nmmer months
are subject to bowel disorders and should
receive the most careful attention. As
soon as any unnatural looseness of the
bowels is noticed Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy should be
given. Costs but 25 cents a bottle and
it is economy to always keep a bottle
handy. You do not know when it may
be needed, but when you do want it
want it badly. Get a bottle today. you

THE ORIQIJU.
f

StnAtrtR

--

NAVAJO BLANKETS

V

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy

f

U.

RACINE

her theories out of

Quickly Cured.

i

Caret Coughs, Coldi, Croup, La Grippe. Avthma, Throat
Troubles. Prerenti Pneuae&ia and Coaiumetioa
cX ami Lunr FOR
BY
U.

the Dast Farm Wagon matte
SATI LEY CO., Vehicles

BASH WAGONS,

r.

Henry A. Buchtel, of
Colorado, will lecture in this city at
Normal hall Thursday evening, Sep- tember SOth. The subject of his lec- ture will be "The Pleasantness
of
American Life."
s.
'
Buchtel, chancellor of
the University of Denver, is regarded
as one of the most polished, scholarly
and pleasing platform orators of this
day, and draws immense audiences f he
wherever
goes.
Newspapers
throughout the country speak in the
most extravagant and laudatory terms
of him. The Sedalia Dally Record
said:
"The lecture was Intensely interesting." The Owensboro (Ky.) Inquirer
said: "Decidedly the breeziest lectures of the present Chautauqua as- s
sembly were those of Governor Buch- -

j

PELTS

House at
v
Eaattaa Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, N. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm
M., Peooa, N. M., Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado

There's nobody who wouldn't rather
be a live liar than a dead truth-telle-

--

WILL LECTURE THURSDAY

LAXATIVE
HONEY aadTJI

and

ViOOL, HIDES

reading novels; her facts out of rais
.
ing babies.

buchtel

)J

'

WHOLESALE FJIEROtmSUQ
and Dealer In

V

A woman gets

i

.

Alfc

"
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SENT TO PRISON FOR

sutf: CH.

( Incorporated)

J.,

CELEBRATED HIS GOLDEN JUBILEE SUNDAY

Chamber"Why Druggists Recommend
lain's Colic. Cholera and Diar-

I

a

Men's, Boys' and Children's GotMag a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

- foot
Thpre will be horse races,
concerts
dances,
races,
races, potato
and numerous other sports and amusements, all to culminate in aof grand
firecowboy ball and a display
works Wednesday evening.
The grand parade will take place
at
tomorrow morning. The parades as
the two former fairs were notably
in the
good as any ever witnessed
may
parade
this
and
year's
territory,
he expected to surpass them bo"!"1
Tne
dimensions and magnificence.
business houses of Socorro and other
towns of the county will be represented by handsome floats 'and the number of decorated private carriages
promises to be greater than before. at
illuminations
The electrical
before witnight will be a sight never
nessed in Socorro. The park, the
streets and the business houses have
been provided with a multitude of
electric lights; some of the devices
are extremely artistic; and whenthe
electric current is turned on tonight
the effect cannot fail to be dazzling
and beautiful.
Owing to the indefatigable labors
of Hon. W. E. Martin, president of
of
the fair association, and his corps the
ooiatnt officials and committees,
success of Socorro county's third an
nual fair is assured. Hiveryoouy irom
of
o,. otii near la here to partake
Socorro's hospitality, and to have
a good time that he will remember
forever and a day.

T

M.

',

Bronco busting will be a prominent
feature of the entertainments offered
Judging from
.to the grandstand.
.some of the talent that is present and
m tnis iiue i
the prizes the artists will
be some ridto contend for, there
on
witnessed
is
as
rarely
such
ing

111

n.

r

The fans will be made happy by
games of baseball between the counwill be
ty teams, every one of which best
talstrengthened by some of the team
will
ent in the territory. Every
to win and the crowds of people
playottondnnnfi
mav confidently antici
i
artistic .exhibi
pate some of the most uu
tions ever anoraea

J

'

BARB WIRE

29.

!

'

Moline

Socorro, N. M., Sept. 27. Socorro
county's biggest,and best fair opened
here today under the most auspicious
circumstances, when at 10 o'clock this
morning, Hon. H. O. Bursum welcomed Governor Curry, Delegate W.
H. Andrews and p. A. Larrazolo, of
Las Vegas, and the several thousand
visitors, in a stirring address which
hrought forth great applause.
Governor Curry responded to Mayor
Bursum's address of welcome and
formally opened the fair. The governor met with an enthusiastic reception from his Socorro friends and
they gave him an ovation that will
efface the memory of all former receptions from his mind.
There will be an uproariously good
time for the next three days until the
last hour of Wednesday, September

o
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MACHINERY

ter.
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Are You Looking
,

FOK A

Room or Residence?

:

There are two ways of finding
a suitable place. One is to 'spend f
a lot of time and car fare hunting :f
all over town for it The other
and by far the easiest way is to r
have the room or residence f
"come to you" a Want Ad in
The Optic will do it.

DRUG COMPANY.

Ben- -

nothing But

Palsoi'G Draught

on Tap

-

T
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teacher,
argue about the flow of the river as which the railroads are to be heartily wanted a Spanish-speakinbut she evidently went nevertheless.
argue about it being possible for aa congratulated.
He
Indian to prosper if he would.
It has been made possible by the Mrs. Walter H. Polk, of
ESTABLISHED 1870.
cannot prosper in the modern white double tracking of the main lines of
a sister of the dead woman,
man's way. True, there are excep travel, the operation of effective block is on her way to Santa Fe.' Of the
If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
PUBLISHED BY
three convicts under suspicion, one
tions, but they are notable for their systems, and other safeguards which
In the spring he plants a have contributed materially to - the is badly bruised and has a mark as
scarcity.
The Optic Publishing Company small patch, which he neither culti operating efficiency of trains and the if from, bite. He explained that he Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.
"
vates nor harvests properly, ana in elimination of the element of personal received; ja these wounds while wrestliHOOHPOBATKUl.
the winter he lives on short rations In danger to the traveler. The large ing. ' One-o- f
the three maintains that
a house neither canable of shutting railroad systems,, have
further, plans the other' two were not' In camp all
v
M. M. PADGETT.
...... tEDITOR out
or
for
that
sums
the
spending tf huge
degree
the cold nor warmed to
"while the two insist
less acute. Living tne money in furtherastivlttes along this Tuesday night,
of making
''V
were.
Packard's China, Hawkey Cut .Glass etc.
that
they
line.
will
be
It
money in their The evidence
vigorous ouiaoor me 01 imv
is
them
against
Inpurely
in
the long run, for figures
pockets
was another matter. Hence the
Take advantage of our , 190$ tA!Sti DISCOUNT offer. It
dian succumbs to tuberculosis for the were recently presented to show that circumstantial but is growing strongIt
a
is
and
believed
hour
er
each
that
the
saves yov. ten PER CENT on your purchase.
personal damage claims which the
same reasons that spread tuberculosis
Entered at the Postoffice at East everywhere insufficient nourisnment railroads of the country have been confession' will be secured before
Las Vegas, N. M as send-clas- s
and Improper housing. Year by year paying of late mount up to tremens night.
R. J. TAUPERT, Jeweler Bill Optician.
the Indians of the west grow rewer
matter.
Notliongago a report came from
in number, aid presently the race will
ATROCIOUS
KILLING
effect that during the
-:- England
JB. Lag Vegas, N. SI.
be extinct
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
606 Douglas Avenue.
An
ttinao ottii remalnlne anneal past year not a Dasseneer was killed
V 1!'
Dally.
strongly to the seeing eye and think- ' on any of the British roads, includPer Year by Carrier
(Continued from Pag One)
$7.00 ing mind. ' They dress even in a ing all of them in England, Ireland,
Scotland and Wales, and it was re
Per Month by Carrier
...... .65 nnthetin mmhinatlon of thatthemwhich
and marked that "travel has become so was one of her admirers, had an ap-Per Week by Carrier
20 el vlllzation has forced upon
that which in their hearts they hoia safe in Great Britain that an acci-- 1 pointment with her and that they
Weekly
to be fitting attire. Their dress, like dent of any kind is startlingly un- went Into the canon, where her body
usual." From the excellent ehowing was found, to talk for a while shield
One year
....$2.00 their lives, is an attempt to express
in made by four of the large systems in ed thus from the burning rays of the
Six Months
LOO their own strong racial preferences
United States during their last sun. It is presumed that he made im
spite of unsympathetic conditions. the
Hut civilization and modern progress fiscal year, the day is likely not so proper advances and when she resist
A DISAPPEARING RACE
distant when the same, statement ed attempted to force her to submit,
have had a far more deteriorating
feet upon them morally. The Indian can be applied to the pasesnger trans-ha- s with, the result that he killed her in
When the government has finished
learned from his masters that portation conditions in this country.
the struggle that followed. Her head
the , work of the drawing and allot there is nothing too sacred to be ex- was literally beaten to a pulp, with a
Enterprising
ment of the lands of the three Indian changed for money.
rock.
to-HORRIBLE
GRIME
j
has brought them
reservations recently placed on the management
Hoggins will be given a preliminary
in groups at various points in
That's what you'll say when
gether
market, practically the last of the the west, and the tourist, for a small
hearing here tomorrow. His victim,
come in this fall for your
you
Los
was
valuable lands held for the use of the
buried
Miss
at
from
Hatton,
(Continued
today
Page 1)
is privileged to see rites
Indians wll have passed forever into consideration,
Suit,
Hat, and Shoes. You'll find
Tanos
1
which the grand-and .ceremonies
Individual, ownership. And the pass- fathers of the present day Indians that the fiends did not accomplish
that we have improved since your last
ing of the lands under titlo tn white would not have permitted the eyes tneir purpose.
"BULL DURHAM" WAGON
call; a better service, a finer spirit,Ja
owners marks the passing of anything of
The probability now is that the
LEADS CIRCUS PARADE
white man to behold lest the
readier accomodation, a livelier sense'
any
amn to tne natural lire of the Indian. wrath of the Great
woman, who had walked up the
Spirit descend young
of our obligations to our customers, a
There is in all thn world Tin nunrp
canon to see about securing employConsiderable comment was aroused
upon him in destruction,
greater desire to do it right.
pathetic remnant of lost power and of the Indian long since departed, ment as a teacher in an outlying and no end of good advertising done,
liberty, of changed and impoverished has been impoverished, he is all but school, was set upon by the convicts when this morning at the head of the
We try to gain in these matters every
and unhappy conditions, than the few
of self support, he has for-- j and was shot when she fled, a bullet circus parade was a wagon carrying
to learn something better for the
Incapable
day
TiVnm
TnrHnnu
remaining American
a big sign advertising the $1,000 Bull
all his traditional standards of from a thirty-twcaliber revolver
use of our friends.
a whole, continent which was theirs saken and
at
annual
Durham
stake
the
coming
he
will,
removed
from behind her right
honor; presently
ing
New Mexico fair at Albuquerque.
uy possession, oy sure ana swiit ma- exist only In history. Ft. Worth
We'll satisfy those who want a
$ar. She probably sank to the ground
nipulation they were brought to be (Texas) Record.
This clever stunt was pulled oft
for 115.00 this is our specialty.
as
unconscious
a
Suit
of
result
this
wound.
Dracticallv nrisonera on rfiRervntlnna.
by R. B. Webb, one of the traveling
. "
but later revived and crawled sev- - men
0
Can you make use of an extra pair
where the inactive and unnatural life
known
with
well
connected
this
'
eral hundred yards on her hands and tobacco
of Trousers or two? From $2.50 to
TRAVEL BECOMING SAFER
brought about quick and pitiable defirm, who arrived In the city
knees to a pool of water to quench
generacy of character as well as
yesterday, accompanied by his wife,
$5.00, special clearing at $1.98, all
burning thirst When found she for the special purpose of advertising
physique. Finally even the reservaIn a most important and gratifying
sizes.
tions have been taken from them and way the fiscal year ending with June was able to walk a short distance with Bull Durham day at the coming big
Henry H. Roelofs Hats the latest
n wise and kind government has given 30, 1909, was one of the greatest in assistance, but could not talk, answer-th- e fair in the Duke City.
black
or
them each a small portion of land
stiff nata $3.50 to $ 5.00.
the
nod
Ing
comshake
of
in
the
questions
the
tobacco
of
Besides
by
railroading
advertising
history
and declared them no longer wards United States. From the reports of her head.
Our Footwear department is a winner.
pany in the manner already mention
of the government- but
She was a most beautiful woman, ed, Mr. Webb gave away hundreds of
the transportation activities in that
Shoes $3.50 to $3.00; house Slippers 75c
citizens. And the last condition period of time which have been made much younger appearing than she packages of the tobacco manufactured
to $2.10.
&
is, if possible, worse than the first.
was. She had come here from Shreve-por- t, by his firm, as well as little gold
public so far, the Atchison, Topeka
Wilson Bros. Shirts, $1.25 to $1.76.
All over the west may be Been the Santa Fe Railway company, the NorthLa., although her place of birth watchcharms, representing a minia
itter hopelessness of these miserably western, the Burlington and the Penn- was in California. She had
Neckwear, 25c, 50c, 75o, and $1.00.
bull.
ture
Cheated inefficient Phtldron nf nntnro sylvania carried their millions of pas- in 1894 from the Natchez graduated
The $1,000 stake at the fair is one
The latest fancy Vestings, $1.75 to
female colfor the Indian is nothing more. The sengers without killing a single one of
of the biggest purses offered for the
at
and
there
$5.00.,
lege
Shreveport
taught'
lands which have been given to them them.
two years as well as at Stanton col- races there, and will go to the owner
Our Underwear department is larger than ever.
of the horse winning the 2:12 race.
Statistics from the states that these lege. She attended the
might as wen be barren as the desert
2.00
county instifor all the average Indian is able to roads traverse will show, as one of
Tobacco
Durham
Blackwell
The
Per garment, 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and
tute here and gained the affection of
turn the fertility to eond nnnniint. It
company is losing no opportunity ' to
Is not in the Indian's nature to work
get its money's worth out of the stake,
in tne persistent,
fashion year In those states as a result of ac dIo"s habits. When she disappeared through the advertising it will give it,
believ-usuwhich farming demands. He is lazy, cidents to persons pursuing their on Tuesday of last week, it was
and if all us representatives are as
he is shiftless, he is incompetent, but
This indicates that ed that sne nad sone to Bent, Otero enterprising as Mr. Webb then the
duties.
N. M.
615 Lincoln Ave. next to Wells-Farghe is bo by reason of countless gen- travel in the United States Is now at- - county, where she had been offered a company will succeed In its purpose.
Express Co., E. Las Vegas,
erations before him.
to
not
school.
been
had
She
advised
Like the rest tended with less hazard than pertains
of mankind he is merely the product to the every, day vocations of life. It
We satisfy out of town trade hy mail.
J. M. Abercrombie came in from his
up canon road to obtain the school
of all that lies back of him. As well is a magnificent showing and one for (there as the directors of that district ranch yesterday to attend the circus.
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Tho Fall Fashions for 1909

THE

STORE

"y

OF QUALITY

In Almost Endless Array
The new Tailored Suits.
of broadcloths,

serges,

wide-wal-

The

Tailored Dresses

e

Fabrics.

e

braided and plain silk Dresses.
and Voiles

one-piec-

The elaborately

Those

coats."

Girlish college Dresses for Women, Misses and Children
are here in all styles and fabrics

all

all our cases and racks are

full; double the amount we had last year.

E. Las Vegas .

'

Woman's and Misses'

lloivost Ideas in Drossoo
'

'

,

$3.00 to $5.00

.

The expression of personality jn Wearing Apparel is "an art in
which the designers of our
Dresses have attained, success.
'
Each of the many models favor a particular type varying in
material, color and style, so that the wearer is dressed fashionably
and with a touch of exclusiveness not to be obtained in Ready-toWear garments at any other store.'
They are attractively priced at $45, $35, $30, $25. $22.50, $17.50
and as low as $15.
one-pie-

Our Children's Shoe section has almost doubled its space,
the sequel of "EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIED."

ce

in tho Lien's and Boys'
Stock

The favorite, fabrics are Broadcloth, Cheviots. Chiffon, Taffeta,
WE SHOW
the ruling style is the low. line "Moyen age" model, kilted and
pleated Skirts, plain tailored or with only slight touches of braid of ' New Fall Shirts, all kinds
75C to $2.50
'
The New Roller Hats for Men; the new gray, black, tan, $3.50
embroidery trimmings.
New Fall Florsheim Shoes, button or lace, Calf skin,
. . . $4.00 and $5.00
Patent, Vici, newest lasts

Tho New Waisfo
Are Hare

Tailored Suits
We show a PALMER GARexactly like cut No.
3449 strictly tailored Suits of
MENT

g
Copenhagen Soliel.
Jacket has coat collar trim- -

flew Fall Neckwear

Never so beautiful, as now; never so
many to select from.
The Silk Jersey Waist, new this
Season, in navy, black, and reseda.

New York Styles,. Persian Patterns, satin stripes,
figures, 50c, 65c, $1.00, $1.50an4 $20013,

Men's Underwear

$6.50 to $12.50

Superior Union Suits a complete .line from heavy all cot- ton ribbed to all Australian lamb wool, $.25 to $3.50 Suit,

Semi-fittin-

" med with" stripes of black and
gold soutache and fastens with
Lined with
large jet buttons.
gray satin. Length
seven gored plaited skirt.
We have so many more we
would like to show you. All
fabrics in vogue this season: so
many new and pleasing designs, it is hard to describe

1

them.

Women

patrons' inspection. "The Gypsy," "The Suede," "The Wing"
all show new fashion features that must be seen to be under'
stood, all leathers, buttons or lace, welt or turn, -

N.M.

,

$15, $20, $25, $35, $40, $45, $50, and $60

'

for

-'

:

Prices are

'

FOOTWEAR

All that has been produced in desirable new styles o
Autumn and Winter shoes for Women is herek ready for our

Those smart dresses of Silks

etcCThe long fitted Moyen age

o

ilew Taffeta Waists
'

flew Lace Waists
A great variety,

v

$3.50 to $9.50

Box pleated

or plain,

... .$2.00

to $3.50

,iV

;

Qcnartitiont

Panamai Worsteds, Serges, Broadcloths;3black,' blue,3gray, brown,
green, red, fancy hair-lin- e
stripeor invisible stripe, $5 to $25.

v

Cooper's Spring flccdle Cotton

Lord & Taylor FINE HOSIERY for Men, 25c, 35c; 50c, 65c
and 75c, same as shown in New York, the price is the same.

flew Tailored Waists,

CZzirt

$15 to $50

lutely all wool, $1. 50, to $2 .'50.

i

You'must see them.

Prices,

'Men's all wool "Staley Underwear" the best Underwear we
know of for the money, large ample garmentsvand abso

In green, blue and black, $6.50 to $8.50

Boys' flew Suits

The largest assortment ever brought to Las Vegas. Everything
for the Boy or Young Man. Suits for $1.50 to $20.00. EfAll
'
'
" J"
"'
the newest styles!
,

''

Boys' Caps, Waists, Shoes, Underwear,

the best and "the latest."

Neckwear.

Hats, are

H
H

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Trustworthy
methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trading with us. While
:
;'
working for a busi- ness we have been vui "
working for a repu- tation; we have gain
ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we
rantee that.
-

VINTER8WC0.
Telephone' 'Main 3

BRIDGE STREET
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FIVE

from Denver; A. G. Carter from Dallas; B. R. Alounder from New York THESE
COOL NIGHTS
and C. W. Wright from Denver.
Guadalupe Gonzales, a prominent
O
sheep raiser of San Geronimo, was a Remind us that it is now time
visitor here today. O
to get ready lor wiuter.
J. B." Moyer visited Harvey's ranch
Saturday and Sunday returning this
morning.
i
George H. Hunker, the attorney, WE ARE SHOWING' A' BIQ LINE
OAPiTAL PAIS IM
went to Santa Fe on a short business
:
.,.
ClCO,COQ,CO
trip. .
;'
Leopold- Goldsmith, of Trindad,' a
r
nephew, of E. Rosenwald, la visiting
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President .
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier. .
here for a few days.
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vice President
J. M. Kurn, Santa 'Fe division suF, B. JANUARY," Astt Cashier.
perintendent, has returned to the city
from La Junta.
Miss May Young Is in the city from
Base-Birne- rs
Dawson, N. M, visiting her mother,
Q
Mrs. Bridget Young.
Col. E. J. Crawford returned to the
$1.50
A LIFE LONG FRIEND
city yesterday from Jamestown, Pa.,
BE SURE to see oar line bef ore purwhere he has been looking after busi
is a friend indeed. At age one, put a dollar oat at interest'
chasing elsewhere.
ness interests.
'
with this
set"
EXTRA
CHARGE
NO
to
P. L. Beal and C. A. McCulloch
H
up
'
,
;
drove out to the latter's ranch Satur- Stoves bought from as.
SAVINGS BANK
day evening and returned to the city
this morning.
Blankets and Comforts
and add to it from time to time and see how it grows.
Dr. F. T. V. Fest left this afternoon
Old age won't have any horror for you, if such a
for Socorro where he wIU attend a
g
in great array
'
meeting of the territorial grand lodge
bank account is yours.
of Knights of Pythias.
big size,
$2.48 for an
YOUR DEPOSITS HERE BECOME FRIENDS IN NEED.
Silkolene COM
Clarence Roberts and" family will
leave tomorrow for Michigan where
FORT, worth $3.60.
they will visit friends and relatives 50c for the 85o Double Cottony
for two or three weeks.
Blankets.
N. T. Cordova expects to leave toOFFICE WITH
morrow for Greeley, Colo., where he C5c for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
will take charge of a large sugar beet
Blankets, all colors.
factory.
Ohlyat
S. M. Folsom, district manager of
the Northwestern Life Insurance Co.,
is making a short business visit to
the city.
BASEBALL SCORES
Messrs. Joe Danziger, Simon Hoff
man, Saul Rosenthal and Misses
Jeannett Danziger and Lucia Rosen
HOW THEY STAND
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
thal visited the Belden ranch yester's
In
Joe
day, making the. trip
National League
auto.
5: lambs $5.256.60; range wethers
Won.Lost.Pct.
Miss Addie Reilly, the authoress $4.505.25; range ewes 3.254.75,
36 .745
Pittsburg
..........105
of "The Future ot the Great Southwest,"
96 46 .676
Chicago
Chiher
home
for
in
left yesterday
83 53 .610
New York
Chicago Live Stock
cago, after a visit to her brother, Rev.
72 71 .503
Cincinnati
27.
Cattle
27,000,
of
Fr. D. E. Reilly, acting chaplain
Chicago, Sept.
9 73 .486
Philadelphia
A
the St. Anthony's sanitarium.
steady to10 lower; beeves $48.30; Brooklyn
50 91 .355
brother, Peter Reilly, an engineer on Texas steers $3.805.10; western St. Louis
4
91 .350
the Twentieth Century Limited be- steers $3.906.50; stockers and feed Boston
38 101 .273
tween Chicago and New York, who ers $3.105.25; cows and heifers
has been the guest of Conductor
calves
American League
QUE DOLLAR AND UP
James PurceU here for the past week, Hogs 24000,$79.
5 lower; light $7.80
Won.Lost.Pct
accompanied her.
mixed $7.858.60; heavy $7.70
.94 bl .64y
Detroit
Investigate Before Buying:.
A. O. Wheeler, proprietor of the Las 8.40;
91 53 .632
8.5T);
rough $7.707.90; good choice Philadelphia
Vegas steam laundry, has gone on a
85 69 .690
business trip to Chicago and New heavy $7.908.40; pigs $6.607.80 Boston
71 72 .497
Chicago
York, intending to be absent from the bulk sales $8.2008.45.
....68 '75 .475 Phone Main 258 '
native New York
Sheep 35,000, ten lower;
523 Douglas Ave.
city two or three weeks.
69 77 .473
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Klefer are in $2 654.85; western $2.905; year Cleveland
83 .420
60
Louis
St.
lambs
native.
$4.45
the city today from Chicago, register- lings $4.505.40;
.38 106 .264
Washington
ed at the La Pension; G. W.Degner 7.15; western $4.4U7.10.
from Denver; E. M. Staiws from Vir
Minneapolis 3. Second game: Toledo
Western League
10; Minneapolis 2.
ginia; W. A. Wright, Las Animas,
A baby girl was born Sunday to
Won.Lost.Pct.
At Columbus First game: Cplum-bu- a
Colo., and Mr., and Mrs. Frank Ward. Mrs. Sam Pate at Rowe. Mrs. Pate Sioux
.
93 58 .616
City
9; Milwaukee, 10. Second game:
91 69 .607
is the wife of the genial manager of Des Moines
Columbus 5; Milwaukee 3.
687
67
81
Lumber
Omaha
at
that
company
the
Cooper
MARKET REPORTS.
73 72 .603
place. The Pates are well known in Topeka ...
Las Vegas where they, visit occasion Wichita
..68 79 .466
any.
New York Metal Market
"Z.;
'
Lincoln
Stock com....60 88 ,405 The Spooner-Walloc- k
New York, Sept. 27. Lead nuiet,
57 91 .385 pany which arrived in the city yester425427
Attention!
Madanie Mace, noted Pueblo
copper steady standard
day afternoon after a very successful
spot 12651275; silver 61
phychist, teacher of occultism, astrol- run of a week in Raton, will be the
SUNDAY'S GAMES'
ogist, clairvoyant and phychometrist,
can be interviewed at the Rawlins
opening bill at the- Duncan opera
st. Louis Wool,
"
'
National League
' house this season, presenting tonight
St. Louis, Sept 27. Wool unchang house, room 7, from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m,
'
R.
H.
E.
Score
"Setn Swap" or "A Yankee in Cuba."
ed; territory western mediums 2328; every day, Sundays included.
Chicago ........100 100 001 - 3 11 .3 This stock company has a very clever
fine mediums 2224; fine 1318.
lOO8
3
000
...100
Boston
aggregation and should be well reKroh and Archer; Curtis and. Gra- ceived in Las Vegas. Miss Dorothy
,
Chicago Provisions Market
"
ham.
Hail, the soubrette, is a very clever
.
R. H. E. woman,
Chicago, Sept 27. Wheat Sept. 103
Ml
First game
and F. E. Spooner, the come3
Dec. 99
corn Sept. 65
8
100
0114
Cincinnati ......001
r.
is a
One lady will be
Dec. 58
002 003 0207 8 3 dian,
oats Sept. 40
Dec.
New York
aamittea free with each fifty cent paid
38
Rowan and Clark; Marquard, Wlltz ticket
pork Sept 2485; Jan. 1862
this evening. Prices 25, 35 and
and Myers.
lard Sept. 1250; Oct. 1240; ribs Sept.
R. H. E. ok cents.
Second game
1192
Oct. 1170.
starts
a 7
300 00
Cincinnati
000 0000 1
Raymundo Lopez, a prominent mer- next Monday.
New York
New York Money and Stocks
Gasper and Clark; Daly and Wil chant at Ocate, is in the city with his
I1
Ratoss
new YorK, sept. 27. Prime paper
son, caned in sucin inning on ac family for a couple of days, combining
4
count of darkness.
Mexican dollars 43; call
Business wita pleasure.
K. H. E,
,
Gontlomen,
First game
money 2
Amalgamated 82; At9
000 000 021
N. T. Cent 135; SouthBrooklyn
chison 119
When
man
has more money than
a
8
Ladles,
Louis .....200 000 001
ern Pacific 131
Union Pacific 204;
'' ' St.Rucker,
knows what to do with he also has
Knetzer, Hunter, Marshall he
steel 86
steel pref. 128
more
term
of
ten lessons. This includes
friends than, he knows what to
and Bergen; Bebee, Raleigh, Higgins
do with.
Two-Ste- p
and Phelps,
and Waltz at Cain's
Kansas City Live Stock
R. H. K.
Second game
Drink
mineral'
MacBeth
Dancing
water
5
100
1
00
Academy.
while
Brooklyn .....000
Kansas City, Sept. 27. Cattle
0
the city water is bad and regain your
M. W. CAIN.
St. Louis
...u00 000 0000 5
including 15000 southerns; 10 lowScanlon and Dunn; Higgins and health. Telephone ournla ksrs.
er; native steers $4.258.25; southern
Phone Main 257
Bliss.
steers $3.254.70; southern cows
A
$2.503.75; native cows and heifers
for
413
good
rent
piano
Tenth
Western League
Private lessons by appointment."
J2.255.50;" stockers and feeders 3.00
R. H. E. street
Score
5.40; bulls ?2.403.65; calves $3.50
1 1 2
Des Moines
100 000 00
steers $3.756.75;
7.50; western
000 000 0000 0 3
Lincoln
MISS DOROTHY HAIL
western cows $2.504.25.
Lang and Lewis; McCafferty and
Market
Hogs 9,000 steady, bulk sales $7.90 Soubrette with the Spooner-Walloc- k
Nunnemaker.
Cleaning
8.25; heavy $8.208.35; packers and
R. H.
First game
Stock company, which opens a
butchers $88.30; light $7.508.20;
000
8
4
001
Pueblo
0001
week's engagement at the
Clothes Cleaned,
011 003 21
8 12 0
pigs $5 7.25.
Topeka
Duncan Opera House to-- ,
Shee 20,000 10 lower; muttons $4.25
Galgano and Williams; Kaufman BestK. C. Meats. Native Beef.
night
and Kerns.
Fresh Fish, Chickens,
Second game
R. H. E.
3 4
Pueblo
..000 200
Repaired.
Smoked Meat.
7 1
.....102 102
Topeka
Swift and Williams; Ashley and
Made as good as new. Four
AMADO HIDALGO, Cutter
Kerns.
years
experience in Paris,
Score
R. H. E.
Phone Vegas 450
000 100 1002 4 1
Sioux City
N.
Omaha
010 000 1002 6 3
Alderman and Towne; Kelley and
Bridge Street..
Phone Main 224
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TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

o
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0

hand-knotte-

PERSONALS

Las Vegas Savings Bank

9-- 4

Miss Dot Dougherty was in the city
'
oday from Mora. .'
Beatrix Salisbury is In the city from
Wagon Mound as the guestof Mrs.
.

C. A. Quinley.

Lester Sands spent the dayat Mineral Hill purchasing cattle for the Las

i

Vegas Mercantile Co.
C. H. Adams is at the New Optic
from Phoenix, Ariz.; J. Y. Fitzsim-mou- s
from Denver; R. M. Domett from
Chicago.
Henry Derby, a barber employed by
Fred Nolette for the past seven
months, departed yesterday for Albuquerque.
Amos Hedrick is .registered at the
New Optio today from the U. S. plantof the
ing station at the headwaters
Gallinas.
Dr. C. S. Losey, who has been in
Santa Fe on professional business the
past several days, returned home Sat
urday night.
Johny Pugh, the dry farmer, left
Saturday night for New York, where
he was called on account of a sister's
serious illness.
Max Nordhaus returned' home Saturday night from a ten days trip up
the road on business for the Charles
Ilfeld company.
Wilsoa W. Mills, son of Chief Justice and Mrs. W. J. Mills, left yesterday for New Haven, Conn., to resume
his studies at Yale university.
Herbert W. Clark returned to the
city Saturday night from Albuquerque,
where he has been attending federal
court In his capacity as assistant to
the United States attorney. ,
Mrs. M. Bogle, daughter and sister,
Miss McCanless, who have been making their home in the city for the past
three months, left yesterday for Tupelo,. Miss., on a few months' visit to
relatives.
C. H. Springer, from Kansas' City is
Pol-- '
at the Castaneda today; G.-lock from Chicago; W. H. Dearstyne

YOU
"

can get along

Ivory
of course

laundry.

,

Ivory Soap
994ASo

Sa.n Miguel Na.tlona.1 Bank.

Stoves!

Per Cent Pure
28

Stoves!

Stoves!

Dan-ziger-

We Can Save You Money

Largest Assortment in Las Vegas of
New and 2nd Hand Heaters

26;

.J. C. Johnsen

Si Son.
'

i.JiMi

1--

i

3--

mm

-

.7

1--

m

1--

top-line-

5--

7--

7--

uu

Beginners' Glass

1--

you can.

But why should you?
It is one of the things
that help to make life
easier and pleasanter.
Its cost is trifling, and
its uses are so varied that
it has a place of honor in
the homes of millions.
Bath toilet fine

'

?

$5.00
$3.00 for

03
14

3--

1--

30,-00-

Star Kleat

(

Tailor

Dyed

and

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST
1

That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.

V

Your fire is never
out!
A

in a Cole's Hot Blast burns all

hat full of coal

night, and in the

morning instead of building the fire, shivering inr a
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,
you open a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm np
nicely.
We not only say this. We guarantee it, and
our word is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft coal heaters in America.
We gurantee a saving in fuel of a. third.
This is a conservative guarantee. You really save
one-hal- f
to 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
'
:;,
;
using this stove.
, f. ,
In fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is

'

Burns Any

Fuel-S- oft

Coal,

.

516-51- 8

2

04

"

v

'

"''

.

.

1

15

Blast, with the name Cole's on the
,
feed door.
,
.,,--

Douglas Avenue.

9
6

Hassler, Shaner and Jokerst; Adams
ana mss.
Second game
R. H. E.
Wichita
020 020
6 1
Denver
002 200
8 2
Shaner, Hassler and Jokerst; Knolls
ana Haas.
American Association
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 27. The
American association baseball season
closed yesterday with Louisville the
pennant winner. The official standing
follows:
'

Take note that' this heater burns

F. J. GEHRING,

1

R. H. E.

015
004

100 000 003
.101 200 000

uenver

$10 Up

Hard Coal, wood or Cobs.

Gonding.

Wichita

Cole's Hot Blast

Shows Top

Draft

burnlngthc tGA8
half of soft coal

LEFTEN.

Star Meat Market

First game

the most sweeping statement ever
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let us show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty. -

soft coal, hard coal, wood,
slack, lignite or cobs and we
guarantee it against any heater,
;
size for size, at twice or three times
''
its price.
Ours is the Original Cole's Hot

02
06

,

Louisville w.4
Milwaukee
Minneapolis'
Indianapolis
ft. Paul
Toledo
Columbus
Kansas City

WonXostPct

,..,

Vli.kV.... 93
,.

90
87
83

......80
79
80

j

75
77
78
85
83
85

87
93

.554

THE
HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
Pit ICES:

0
I'LTiu1?-20"

30c

lbs.

75c

2,000
200 to 1,000
50 to 200
Less than 50

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

'

"

"

v

hundred

40C
50C

'

t

'

,

if

CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGuIre & Webb
.

::;

Phone Main 227

-

.639

.527
.495
.491
.482
.479
.432

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of
Vegas.

Ls

'
Sunday's Games
At Louisville First game: LouisWe are now making the finest beer in the SonthW . un
ville 6; Kansas City 6. Second game: ......
home industry and telephone:
Louisville 3; Kansas City 6.
your orders te ns for either kez
At Indianapolis First game. Indianapolis 1; St. Paul 0. Second game: bottle beer.
Indianapolis 5; St Paul 6... '
'
At Toledo First game: Toledo 2;
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
"

or

,

y

-- H-

n.

f

--

SIX

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1909

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Estray Advertisement
Notice lb hereby "given to whom It
may concern that tne following ovscribed estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
One mare with smaU-colBranded
On left hip
One red horse.
y
- Branded
I
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Beard., unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
appearance of this ad
Jays after-las- t
vertisement, said estray wliL.be sola
by this Board for the. benefit of the
owner 'when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909

USE

-

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
in a hundred waysand Jn ONE of Them at Least,

TO-DA- Y!

ADVERTISE - THE OPTIC
line
i

50 Cents Per

20 Cents Per Line By Week- -

First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

r

By Montli.

t,

To-wi- t:

LOUR
And You Will Always Have

THE
i

BOSS BREAD- -'

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
that the following d
may conci-r1
scribed estray animal was taken up by
10
Lire.
Illustrated Settlement
Payment
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
One sorrel mare, . with
small colt.
,
Branded
BSjjl
""
On right shoulder
Is what every advertiser wants
One red colt two years old.
for his money. He gets it from
Branded
FSfj
On right hip
Said animal being unknown t? this
,
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement
IS. H. ROBISON, President
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
it
to
whom
Notice
is
hereDy given
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
DeOmaha, Nebraska, V. 8.
mav concern
the following de- concern
the
that
may
following
day3 after last appearance of this ad scribed
was taken up by
animal
scribed
was
animal
taken up by
estray
vertisement, said estray will be sold Komulo estray
J. J. Haynes, Hanley, N. M.
N. M.
''
Blea,
Trementlna,
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909..
by this Board for the benefit of the
One dark bay horse, about
One red bald faced cow.
They are certain money getowner when found.
11 years old, weight 850 pounds.
ters. They bring quick , and
m
Branded
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
fs
ijranaea
On right ribs
satisfactory returns. AdvertisAlbuquerque, N. M.
On left shoulder
Omaha, Nebr.
1909
Oct.
1st
last
2,
22,
ers say so the checking sheet
pub. Sept.
pub
Branded
Branded
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May. 9, 1899,
On left hip
proves it Try one today and
On left neck
Advertisement
Estray
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
Branded '
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Q
Ear mark
On right shoulder
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
may concern that the following
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
One black horse, about 6 years oW,
eairay animal was taken up by
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
Said animal being unknown to this
"Butcher" Shearon, Morlarty, N. M.
about 750 or800 pounds.
weight
"
written.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One big red cow, old.
El
Branded
before
10
Oct.
12,
said
date
'09,
being
Branded
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessJaw
lOn.left
of
ad
this
after
last
days
appearance
On left ribs
ment I have.
- l
Branded
vertisement, said estray will be sold
V
'
On left' hip
Joseph H. Engelka.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ear mark
owner when found.
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE. ESTIMATE
Said animal being unknown to this
WANTED
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A woman
for general
unless claimed by owner on or
to
unknown
Said
animal
this
Board,
being
M.
housework. Address Box 303, East
Albuquerque, N.
For Rates and Information Write
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Las Vegas, N. M.
before Oct. 12, '09, said date b,elng 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
WANTED Experienced girl for cookdays after last appearance of this ad
Estray Advertisement.
by this Board for the benefit of the
sold
said
will
be
estray
vertisement,
and
to
housework.
Notice is
whom it owner
Address X, care
ing
given
when found.
I y this Board lor the benefit of the may concernhereby
dethat the following
Optic.
Xew Mexico and Arizona
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
cwner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Pioneer Building
East Las Vegas, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
SALESMAN WANTED covering terfist
22,
last pub Oct. 2, 1909
pub.
M.
Sept
N.
Albuquerque,
""One dark
brown horse,
1909
of
1st
2,'
New
to
last
22,
Mexico,
ritory
pub. Sept
pub Oct
carry the
unbroken, 6 or 7 years old, about 13
Estray Advertisement.
hands high.
strongest, most complete souvenir
2.
Second
Toledo
Notice
is hereby given to wham It
Minneapolis
game:
Advertlment
Estray
SCORES
BASEBALL
Holipostcard line, as side line.
6; Minneapolis 2. Called at the end
may concern that the foliowinK denotice is hereby given' to whom It Branded
On left hip
of the fifth inning on account of dark- may concern that the following a
day cards aell rapidly now. Chance
scribed estray animal was taHen up by
(Continued from Page 5.)
ness.
" "
A. D. Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
to make big money. Address Gart
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
At Indianapolis Indianapolis 7; St. Higinio Cordoba, Sandoval, N. M.
One- - gray mare, about 8
SATURDAY'S GAMES
ner ft Bender, Dept. S. Chicago.
Paul 6. Ten innings.
On right hip?
One cow.
years old, weight about 700 pounds.
National League
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
R. H. E.
On left law
First game
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
or
claimed
on
unless
owner
Board,
On
by
right hip
5 1 0
100 210 10
Cincinnati
Coal Land)
(Not
10
before
Oct.
said
date
12,
Branded
'09,
being
000 000 1102 7 5
DennrtmATit nf tha TntaHnr TT G
On left shoulder
'
days after last appearance of this adFOR RENT Three modern house- Ear mark
Santa Fe.N. M. Sept
Fromme
will
said
be sold
vertisement,
estray
i
Branded
414
1909.
rooms.
and
Meyers,
itter
Seventh
20,
keeping
Inquire
by this Board for the benefit of the
R. H. E.
On left hip
to this owner when found.
Second game
Notice is hereby given that Jose B. ""lTOnlm
street
Cincinnati ......000 001 0001 5 3 Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel coun- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
SANITARY
BOARD
CATTLE
Said animal being unknown to this-000 000 1 7- 1
10
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Store joom, No. 618 New Yorkand......100 Mathewson and ty, N. M., who, on February" 6, 1903, before Oct. 12, '09, said date being adunless claimed
owner on or
Hoard,
made
Homestead Entry No. 7423 for days after last appearance of this
Clarke;
Spade
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 before Oct.. 12, '09, saidbydate
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker. Scnlef
being 10
E 2 SE
of Section 10 and E
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
days after last appearance of this ad
R- - II. E. NE
of Section 15, Twp. 17 North, by this Board for the benefit or the
Score
Advertisement
Estray
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Pittsburg .......000 221 00 5 8 0 Range 23 East, N. M. P. Meridian, owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit of the
000 000 0000 5 3 has filed notice of Intention to make
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
Philadelphia
may concern that the foliowint ae- owner when found.
Camnltz and Gibson; Sparks, Mc- - final five year proof, to esablishv claim
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE A small ranch with Qulllen and Dooin.
to the land above described, before 1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 bribed estray animal watt taken up by
"
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M,
Albuquerque, N. M.
R. H. E. Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court com,
good garden and orchard. Close In. , score
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
One black mare.
7 8 3 missioner, at Las
000 014 20
Call Mrs. Robert Hayward, 802 Chicago
,
Vegas, N. M., on
Advertisement.
Estray
Main.
Boston .........002 000 011 4 6 5 the 16th day of November, 1909.
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pfeister and Archer; Mattern, Coon-e- y
On right hip
may concern that the following deFOR SALE Complete household fur
Notice la hereby given to whom It
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar, scribed estray animal was taken up by
and Reardon.
"
One roan mare, with very small may concern that the following de.R. H. E. Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno Ro C. D.
Score
niture cheap. 414 Columbia.
Wilson, Capitan, N. M.
4 12 6 mero, all ot Gonzales, N. M.
.000 200 200
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Brooklyn
t:
col colt
mouse
and
white
One
12 8 0
400 00
J. M. Paxton, Elk, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ored
six
Branded
about
old,
FOR SALE Team, light wagon and St. Louis ......404
years
burro,
pinto
One brown horse, 15 hands
Dent, Dunn and Bergen;
Wllhelm,
Register.
On
hands
left
about
gentle,
hip
high,
It
set of double harness very cheap. Melter, Bebee and Phelps.
high, 12 years old.
,
Address A. H. Karr, 10 Main st,
Branded
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Said animal being unknown 10. this
Branded
On
shoulder
left
American League
On left Jaw
(Not Coal Land)
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
f
i;J
''
R. H. E.
First game
Department of the Interior, U. S,
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
animal
to
Said
unknown
this
Branded
BF1
being
3
5
012
10
14
100
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
adBEAUTIFUL fifteen dollar willow Philadelphia
H?M
On left nhonlil.r
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this
:
000 000 0000 4 6 20 1909.
Cleveland
10 vertisement said, estray will b aold
before
said
Oct
12,
'09,
date
being
plumes for ten dollars. Mrs. Forbes.
Branded
Notice Is hereby given that' Ascen
Bender, Livingstone and Lapp; Joss
of
the
this
for
benefit
Eoard
the
.
On left hip
Clarke.
sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel days after last appearance of this ad by
and
found.
"
R. H. E. county, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903, vertisement said estray will be sold wner when
.FOR SALE
Second game
Legal blanks of all e
Said animal being unknown to thla
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
this
Board
for
benefit
of
the
by
1
3
(he
300 00
7
made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
unless claimed by owner on or
N.
M.
Board,
jcrlptlon. Notary seals and recorfe Philadelphia ,...000
owner
Albuquerque,
when
found.
000 000 0000 6 4 W 2 SW
of Section 11 and N 2
Cleveland
t the Optic office.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 Derore Oct 12, '09, said date belne 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Morean and LaDD: Falkenberg and NW 4 of Section 14, Twp. 17 North,
days after last appearance of thla ad
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Range 23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,
Easterly.
vertisement said estray will be aold
R. H. E. has filed notice of Intention to make 1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
OLD newspapers for sale at The Of
Estray Advertisement
First eame
by thlB Board for th benefit of the
5
to
It
whom
000
Is
Notice
final
to
five
0001
given
hereuy
establish
....010
year
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
proof,
Washington
owner when found.
de2 1 claim to the land above described, be
020
Advertisement.
000
concern
that
the
0002
Estray
following
may
Chicago
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Notice is hereby given to whem It scribed estray animal was taken up by
Groom and Hardy; wmte ana Bum- fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
Albuquerque. N. M.
A Narrow Escape
M.
deN.
Pena
concern
the
Perfecto
on
that
N.
lias
Blanca,
at
van.
Gurule,
may
M.,
commissioner,
following
Vegas,
1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
.
R.
was
and
E.
animal
red
white
R.
One
16th
scribed
came
the
1909.
Second
taken
N.
of
a
spot
up by
estray
Edgar
Bayllss, merchant
day)f Movember,
A. D. Foster, Dwyer, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ted cow, four years old, with red and
Del., wrote: "About two Washington . .'. . .000 000 0000 7
"To-wlt- :
Estray Advertisement.
7
010
000
B.
.Jose
14 white spotted calf, four months old.
One
about
0102
bay mare,
Medina, Benigno Romero,
years ago I was thin and sick, and Chicago
Notice ib hereby given to whom it
Johnson and Haray; Burns ana Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales, years old, weight about 900 pounds,
coughed all the time and if I did not
Branded
may concern that the following dean of Gonzales, N. M.
' On
running sore on right hip.
have consumption, it was near to it Payne.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
right hip
MANUEL R. OTERO,
k. a. n.
First game
I commenced using Foley's Honey and
Branded
m. tr. K.eenan. SDrtnsrer. N. m.
001 000 001 Z 8 3
Register.
Tar, and it stopped my cough, add I St. Louis
On left hip
One bald faced bay horse.
3 8 0
001 000 11
Ear mark
am now entirely well, and have gained Boston
about 7 years old.
Arel- and
animal
Collins,
Said
Advertisement
unknown
to
Kllifer;
this
Estray
being
twenty-eigh- t
Bailey
to
all
due
the
pounds,
Branded
;
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
good results from taking Foley's Hon- lanes and Donahue. 100 000
5 1
On left hip
concern that the following-- de before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may
ey and Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red St Louis .... .200
11 0 scribed
000 010 020
Boston
One dark blue horse, about 10 years
Cross Drug Store.
estray animal was taken up by days after last appearance of this ad- before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Stremmel and Smith; Anderson,
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
vertisement said estray will b sold days after last appearance of this ad- old.
and Carrigan.
One iron gray pony, about by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
No amount of money can reconcile
Branded
R. H. K. four
First game .
owner when found.
a woman to a lack of sentiment; no
years
old, broken to ride.
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left shoulder
001 000 0102 8 1
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
when
found.
owner,
amount of sentiment can reconcile a Detroit
Branded
001 000 0001 4 1
New York
N. M.
Albuquerque,
SANITARY
CATTLE
man to lack of money..
Said animal being unknown to this
BOARD.
'
On left hip
,
Summers and Stanage;, Manning
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
and
Sweeney.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 ueiore uct. iz, oh. saia date belne 10
Said animal being unknown to this
The Road To Success
'
R. H. E.
Second game
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this adhas many obstructions, but none so Detroit
.003 142 010 10 1 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom
vertisement said estray will be sold
4 10 4 oeiore yet. 1Z, '09, said date being 10
002 010 1
desperate as poor health. Success to New York
Advertisement
Estray
days after last appearance of this ad may concern that the following de
Dy this Board for the benefit of the
day demands health, but Electric Bit
Mullln, Works and Schmidt; Doyle,
Is
Notice
to
It
whom
hereDy
given
owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken op by
ters Is the greatest health builder the Carroll and Sweeney. .
concern
that
the
de
may
following
by this Board for the benefit of the Clarence E. Hover, Wlllard, N. M
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
world has ever known. It compels
owner when found.,
One small bay pony, male, scribed estray animal was taken up by
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Western League
perfect action of stomach, liver, kid
N.
J.
M.
J.
Haynes, Hanley,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pdb. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
right hind foot white and white star
R. H. E.
neys, bowels, purifies and enriches
Score
One
black
horse, weight
in' forehead, about 10 years old.
Albuquerque, N. M.
the blood, and tones and invigorates Topeka ........001 000 002 3 6 1 1st
about 800 pounds, about 11 years old.
...
pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Branded
the whole system. Vigorous body and Pueblo
002 000 0002 8 1
E.itray Advertisement
On right hip.
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
keen brain follow their use. You can't
Boles and Kerns; Jackson and WilIpZ
Advertisement
Estray
afford to slight Electric Bitters if liams.
Said animal being unknown to this On left shoulder
may concern that the following deNotice la hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed
R. H. E.
scribed estray animal was taron up by
owner on or
Score
weak, run down or sickly. Only 60c.
by
Branded
de5
4 may concern, that the following
020 001 000
Guaranteed by all druggists.
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Lincoln
Eugenio Gonzales, Santa Rosa N. M.
each
of
shoulder
ES
scribed
Top
estray animal was taken up by days after last appearance of this ad7 3
102 000 000
Omaha
One young blue horse,
'
Donaciano
'Chavez, PInos Wells, N.
Said animal being unknown to this broken.
A man never reaches the highest desaid estray will be sold
vertisement,
Ryan and Nunnemaker; Patton and M.
v.
,
gree of contentment until he, be Cadman.
by this Board for the benefit of the : Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
Branded
f"""1
One two year old colt owner when found.
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
R. H. E.
;
comes perfectly indifferent, and then
Score
On left Jaw
J
gray.
7
200
0
for.
.
live
Moines
Oil
BU"
Des
0004
he bas nothing to
aun ui U1U
CATTEE SANITARY BOARD,
uajo auci look
Branded
Branded
4
010
6
said
.000
will
.....
Btoux City
be sold
vertisement,
0001
estray
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
.
'
On left hip
,
A Burglar In Town
Miller and Lewis; Clark and Shea.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909 by this Board for the benefit of the
R.
Said animal being unknown to this
H. E.
owner when found.
Score
Said animal being unknown to this
his name is "bad cough". He doesn't
200 000 4039 14 2 Board, unless claimed
CATTLE SANITARY BOA'itD,
Voard, unless claimed by owner on or
care for gold or silver but he will steal Denver
by owner on or Dr. Abernethy, the great English
1 7 2 before Oct. 12, '09, said date
Albunuemiia. TJ M
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
i . .000 010 000
Wichita
in
he
If
health
appears
being 10
away.
your
Olmstead and Haas; Brennan and days after last appearance of this ad physician, said, "JWatch your kidneys. ist pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909 days after last appearance of this adyour house arrest him at once with
vertisement said estray will be aold
vertisement said estray will be sold When they 'are affected, life is in danBallard's Horehound Syrup, it may Jokerst.
American Association
by this Board for the benefit of the ger." Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
mean consumption if you don't A cure
If there Is anything you want, The by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when. found.
healthy kidneys, corrects urinary Irregfor all coughs, colds and chest trou
At Columbus First game: Colum- owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
ularities, and tones up the whole sys- uptio can get it ior,you. ir it's some
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
bles. Price 25c, 60c and fl.00 per bus 0; Milwaukee 6. Second game:
tem. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross thing you don't want The Optio can
Albuquerque, N. M.
bottle. Sold by Central Block Depot Milwaukee 3; Columbus 4.
Albuquerque, N. M.
sell It for yon.
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
At Toledo First game: Toledo 7; 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909 Drug Store.
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT
THE

BEST
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EVEN

OPENING KEGULAR SEASON
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AND CAFE

'Short Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
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H. P. Seeman the mesa farmer has

FOURYEABS

uncan hjpeha Hoys

at the East Las Vegas
Week, of September 27 th.
postoffice' samples of potatoes raised
on his farm 12 miles east of the city,
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
With,
by the dry farming process. One of
these potatoes weighs 16 and the other 22 ounces. They were raised on
CHAPMAN LODGJE NO 2, A.' P. & A.
PHYSICIANS
sod land and show conclusively what
can be done by Intelligent cultivation,
I M,
Regular com'
' W. O. Robinson is showing samples
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munlcation first and i
Removed by Lydia E.
of
turnips raised on his farm seven
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
y' third Thursdays in
miles east of the city. The seed was
"A
in Cuba" will open
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone sown July 25, and the turnips weigh
LinrtlfiV. - Inil
"T.vHoT? THV
Mr.
has
Robinson
each.
brothers
three
pounds
nams vegetable, Compound removed
cordially
Main 1.
full fun
125 acres under cultivation and is one
Invited. Gf. H. KInkel, W. M., Chas.
a cyst tumor of
Calls answered day or night
of the farmers who has unbounded
comedy.
H. Sporle der, Secretary.
four years' growth,
faith in dry farming.
which three of the
'
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
will
on
bill
N. S. Belden the pioneer dry farmer,
best physicians de. Many Clever
LAS VBGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
came In from his ranch Saturday, bring
claredlhad. They ,
.I
DENTIST
'
Miss
week,
Knights Templar. Regular
Dorothy Vail,
said that only an
ing samples of sugar beets, "tomatoes
could
Conclavo second Tnoarlav in Suite
E.
Mr.
Has and Mango peppers, which are on exoperation
P.
4, Crockett
Building.
Spooner
help me. I am very
(
hibition at the postoffice. Ha will
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
gladthatlfollowed
assortment of farm pro
a
have
large
a friend's advice
John S. Clark.
p. m.
Temple,
duce at the fair next week. Mr. Bel,
and took Lydia E.
0., Charles Tamme, Recorder.
men
who
their
show
of
Is
den
one
the
.
L.
G.
DR.
JENKINS
Pinkham's Vegefaith in the country by their work.
table Compound,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
600
acres under cultivation.
He has
for it has made me
DENTIST
a stroTic and well
ai Arcn Masons.
and is farming by scientific principles.
Regular
S. L. Barker of Beulah brought ind woman, and I shall recommend It as
convocation firt Monday In
as
live."
I
Mbs. Mat Thy.
Over Hedgcock's hoe Store
samples of oats and barley from ills long
each month at Masonic
ranch on the Wapello Saturday. In
79
Phone
Vegas
Of
n.
7:30
M.
m.
R.
One
thft
Temple,
frrQfonf l4ntv,rliM
conversation with an Optic reporter
s vegetaDie comWilliams, H. P., Chas. H,
vieln-(
hq said all the farmers in that
pound is the
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
of woman's
Sponeder, Secretary.
uy were preparing exnious ior tn.e dread enemy conquering
tumor. Tf vn ha
next
the
to
held
at
fair
be
M.
armory
Dr.
B.
to
Williams.)
mysterious pains.inflammation, ulcera- (Successor
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
week. Mr. Barker will be In nxt wuu ur
aon't wait for
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand Saturday with several exhibits, with time to uispiacement,
confirm your fears and go
the
a
3
horrorsof
of
4.
through
to
and
Phone
Leader. Rooms
which he expects
Pythias
Knight
carry off blue
hospital operation, but trv Lvdia P.. PinknTn'aT7Wa- meet every Monday
ribbons.
Main 57.
vcauio
once.
evening in Castle
at
Joe Patchen the mesa farmer sold
or thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's
TSiif
KJk Hall, VisitiDg Knights
1
to the Las Veg'is merchants a portion
i
Comnonnd.made
are cordially invited.
frnm rnna
Vegetable
t
ATTORNEYS
of his native tean crop last week.
I. P. HAVENS,
ndherbs,hasbeenthestandard
remedy
of
are
The
beans
better
than
quality
Chancellor Commandimiiora ma, ouu. sucn
GEORGE H. HUNKER
any shipped in from Colorado. Ttiey able testimony as the aboveunquestioner.
proves the
will yield 1000 pounds to the acre.
value of this famous remedy, and
C. M. BERNHARD,
Attorney 4t Law
Mrs. Robert Hayward has just har- should give confidence and hope to
Keeper of Record and Office: Veeder Block Las
Vegas New vested b. crop of 2000 pounds of apples every sick woman.
Seal.
11
Mexico. ...
If you would like special ad vice
from a small orchard on the Wi.'t-about your case write
a
confidenside.'
hav- trees
These
not
been
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
tial
to Mrs Pinkham, at
pruned of irrigated for the past three Lynn,letter
Mass. Her advice
UNION OP AMERICA
Meets first
GEORGE E. MORRISON
la free,
years. The apples average 12 Inches and
;The Great Game of Push Ball on HORSEBACK.
always helpful.
and third Wednesday of each month
in circumference. They are the Rambo
The Great Western Marathon Race.
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
variety, and of excellent quality.
Out of thirty-sifruit trees set out the year and commenced work on his
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn- ,
The Great Nat Reiss Carnival Company.
the farm of Long and 6 .i acres now has about 70 acres in
hill, Secretary.. Visiting members Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas. this spring on
e
The GREAT STROBEL AIRSHIP in DAILY
are doing well. Con growing crops, and just finished sowBlack, thirty-threcordially invited.
siderable fruit will be set out by the ing 50 acres of winter wheat. His
.
.
FLIGHTS.
,
farmers this fall and next spring.
forage crops will pay him easily from
To Be Happy
REBEKAH LODGE. 1. O. O. P.
Two farmers have just purschased $12 to ?15 per acre.
High Class Harness and Running Races.
meets second and fourth Thursday you must have good health. You can't a gasoline power plow and will begin
D. H. Newcomer has a field of al
Is not
liver
if
health
hare
good
your
S. Cavalry' Maneuvers.
O.
I.
on
at
U,
each
month
work
the
evenings of
breaking of 1600 acres falfa that shows what can be done
it's duty slow but sure poison- of sod landthewhich
O. P. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N. doingis
control.
Their
on
with
this
new
they
land.
has
He
crop
All Kinds of Exhibits.
going on all the time under
ing
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. such circumstances. Ballard's Her-bin- e plan is to put this all into crops next about 20 acres of potatoes that he
will
There
3600
be
from
to
spring.
90
will
run
estimates
about
bushels to
makes a perfectly healthy liver
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
Adelane
4000 acres
for planting next the acre.
'
keeps the stomach and bowels right March whereready
Smith, Secretary.
24
months before the,
and acts as a tonic for the entire sysReduced Rates on Railroad.
soil had never seen a plow. This
.
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND tem. Sold by Central Block Depot shows in a measure
of
the
Co.
something
Drug
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
quick development of that country,
ABSORBLETS
On all parts of the Gaylor-Kiefe- r
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
When a strange woman comes to
W. G. TIGHT,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
tract
the
kafflr
femllo
W.
corn,
sorghum,
brothers are "cordially Invited.
town the first thing the native
is
one
to
from
etc.,
averaging
D. W. males do is td find fault with her maize,
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
President.
Secretary.
f
one and
tons' per acre and
clothes.
Condon, secretary..
sells readily at $12
ton for feed.
"Wives are always so trustful on the
From the farm of Harry Catton who stage."
Best Treatment for a Bum
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR COM-- If for no other reason, Chamber- came here from Sturgis, Mich., pota
"Which shows that realism on the
'
fourth
and
munlcation second
lain's Salve should be kept In every toes are harvesting from 75 to 125 stage is an utter myth." Kansas City
Thursday evenings of each month. household on account of Its great bushels an acre. Five potatoes taken Journal.
' '
,
All visiting brothers and sisters are value in the treatment of burns. It al- from this farm weighed 4
pounds.
unMr.
five
Catton has
acres in potatoes
Instantly, and
Hub (at breakfast) I've got a bad
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A. lays the pain almosta severe
The only institution In New Mexico whose diploma la recognized
is
one, heals and is getting $1.05 a bushel for them, head this morning.
Chaff in, worthy matron;- Mrs. Ida less the injury
California State Board of Education.
the
by
F. D., Howe, a Findlay, Ohio, farmer,
the rjarts without leaving a scar. This
Wifey I'm sorry, dear. I do hope
' "It has more university graduates On Its faculty than any similar
Seelinger, secretary.
salve is also unequaled for chapped Is harvesting 12 acres of beans run you'll
be able to shake it off. Boston
bands, sore nipples and diseases of ning 800 to 1200 lbs, per acre for Transcript.
institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
I. O. O. P., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. the skin. Price, 25 cents. For sale which he is getting 4 cents a
pound.
Education, Boston.
4, meets every Monday evening at by all dealers.
Mr. Howe also has eight acres in
do you like lettuce?"
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
"Pat,
their hall on Sixth street. ,A11 visit
potatoes wnicn win run equally as
"No sor, Oi don't; and what's more
Advanced
Normal course, Kindergarten Trinlng course, Music, Art
mahis
The'
who
aviator
patterns
good as the potatoes on the Catton Oi'm glad Oi don't; for av 01 did Oi'd
tag brethren cordially Invited to at- chine after riches should
to farm above mentioned.
able
be
Domestic
Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Training,
E.
ate it and Oi hate the stuff!" Bos
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.;
fly in any kind of weather.
W. A. Bdsenberry, who is farming ton Record.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Icomstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
the Gaylor-Kiefe- r
ranch has some 12
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination
A Hurry Up Call
.
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
acres in potatoes which will run easiMrs. O Harrlgan Fhoy have ye
Next Term Begins 8EPTEMBER 14th. ,
A
box
Mr.
Quick!
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Druggist
Quick!
ly 100 bushels to the acre. He has
'
For "Further Information Address
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Here's a one field of alfalfa with almost a stuck this empty flask under tb baby?
Mrs.
Th'
He
doctor's
orthers
Carey
of
the
For
love
Moses, hurry! perfect stand. This alfalfa was sowed
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. quarter burned
told me Oi'd have to kape th baby oh
himself, terribly JohnBaby's
B. S.
102, meets every Friday night at nie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's late this summer and stands about a bottle! Illustrated Bits.
3 inches high at the present time.
.'"
Schmidt
building,
in
the
their ball
scalded Pa can't walk from plies
On one ranch owned by S. L. BarN. M- Teacher Johnny, what is the meanwest of Fountain Square, at eight Billie has boils and my corns ache. ker, is an
apple tree measuring 3 2 ing of the word "procrastinate?"
famall
soon
cured
She
It
and
the
cor
are
got
members
o'clock. Visiting
'
diameter, and having (by
Pupil To put off.
Its the greatest healer on earth. inches In
During a run of a week In one city
rllallv welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres ily.
count) 503 fine apples. Mr: Barker
Teacher Right. Use it in an origi the manager noticed that one man,
Sold by all druggists.
he
never
seen
has
R.
a
Lowe, secretary.
says
wormy apple nal sentence.
ident; Jas.
obviously from the country, went in
US VEGAS -S- ANTA ROSA
were like railway res- on his trees. Prunes and plums do
If
Pupil "The brakeman procrastinac-- every night Finally he remarked to
promises
KNIGHTS OP COLUMBUS, COUN- taurant pie crusts fewer of them equally well and small fruits are ed the tramp from the train." Cleve- the
:
must
man
he
that
the
per
enjoy
grown without attention.
land Leader.
CIL NO. 804, meets second ., and would be broken, v
LINE
AUTO
formance.
H. W. Griffith has a good stand of
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pio'Tolerably so," remarked the play
northern corn that is but of the way
'
Jimmy giggled when the teacher goer, "but some night that husband
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
Rosa auto
members
neer building. Visiting
of frost and he estimates will run read the
story of the Roman who is going to catch that other feller, 4 mail, express and passenger lis
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, The most delicious of all breakfast about 30 bushels to the aero. He has swam across
the Tiber three times and I want to be on hand to see what
ia now In operation.
The auto
a second crop of oats that will give before breakfast.
G. K.: E. P. Mackel, F. S.
foods, TOASTED RICE FLAKES. A
happens."
Llppincott's.
him
or
fall
makes
round
will
between
be
.the
good
pasture
trip
"You"
10
high
do not doubt a trained swim
big package at the grocer's for
enough to cut and cure for hay.
Las Vegas and'Santa Rosa three 4
mer could do that, do you James?"
P. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD cents.
A Sprained Ankle
L. E. Waggoner, of Chillicothe, 111.,
No sir," answered Jimmy; "but I
times a week, Mondays, Wed- As usually treated a sprained ankle
Tuesday evenings each month, at
160 acres which he improved wondered
owns
is
a
that
VisitMaude,
Hall.
No,
why he didn't make it four will disable the injured person for a
thing
dear,
Fraternal Brotherhood
nesdays and Fridays.
4
automatic is not necessarily bought in and hired a man to farm this season. and get back to the side his clothes month or more, but by applying Cham- 4 The auto leaves
Murphey's
drug
Off from about 40 acres which he were on." Success Magazine.
ing brothers are cordially Invited. autumn.
berlain's Liniment and observing the
store at 7 a. m., visits both post- John Thornhill, president; ,E. C.
cropped this year he will harvest
directions with each bottle faithfully,
to
all
offices and leaves Winters' ing
expense of breaking
enough
pay
Ward, secretary.
Ef you please, suh," said the col a cure may, In most cases, be effected
Good for Biliousness.
the cost of his improvements.
ored citizen, "I come for my freedom in less than one week's time. This
store on the West side for Santa 4
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom- and
John Rummel, who came from
RED MEN MEET. IN FRATERNAL ach and Liver Tablets last night,
liniment is a most remarkable prepa- 4 Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
papers."
Indiana, about the first of
"Your 'freedom papers?'"
Brotherhood ha'.l every second and and I feel fifty per cent tetter than
ration; try it for a sprain or a bruise,
f
at either Murphey's or Winters'
"Yes, suh; ain't you the man what or when laid up with chronic or musfourtn inursaay, sleep ai ine iguiu I have for weeks," says J. J. Firestone
drug stores.
are
cular rheumatism, and you
certain
married me?"
Vlattlnsr hrnthers alwavs wel of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly
m.n
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to
be
with
relief
the
do
"I'm
the
want
blliouSBess."
sale
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but
For
delighted
what
for
man;
you
article
David ?Ane
come to the wigwam.
which it affords. For sale by all deal$6. Each passenger Is al- me for now?"
free.
all
dealers.
way
by
Samples
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davis,
Well suh. I ain't got no eddication ers.
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
chief of records and collector of
nuff ter Bay it lak' de law .say it, but
The reason a, girl won't let a man
pounds of baggage. Express pack-- 4
About one' man in a thousand can
wants you to onmarry me1 onjine
kiss her is she knows he will do it
wampum.
4
ageg are also handled and can be
lose
his
his
without
heart
losing
me put me asunder make me one
anyhow.
'Am
left at either of the drug stores
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64S,
again, not two, en sen' me on my free- head.
mentioned.
r.ouu
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Wed-Atlanta
Frtr
j
honeymoon!"
I. O. B.
every first
The'
wonderful
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tion.
'
nesday of the month in the ves.rj stomacn Uyer an(j Kidney Cure Dr.
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug-- . King's New Life Pills-- is astounding
"No" said the old gentleman, stern
Hopplty Hop
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never
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Decause
utu
n
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It..- - hrrvtbera urn
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sold
false
anything
by
representations,
cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, In
MyratneTHaa been a infferarfrom sick nadach
thn al1 01 crutches Or a Cane?
and I will not begin now."
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
for the lttwenty-flvyear. Dd never found n3DT
digestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
nntil he began akinf your Caicarets. Bine J less you have lost a limb Or have Sk
was
moment
a
and
For
he
the
silent,
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
Malaria.
and
Chills
has
tie
Only
begun taking Caacarete he haa never hail
Headache,
clerk who stood before him could see lb headache.
'
TheyhT entirely enred himl uerormity If your trouble is Theumat-Cascaret- a
25c
do what yon recommend them to do. I.i ism. lumbago. SDraln. Stiff 1n!nt. n- -that the better nature of his employer Will Eive you
pr!Tlle.e e?,i.nhi"
anvthine
of 111r
- Tn7,A:
was fighting strongly for the right.
v ..awuv
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' Liniment
After a man gets married he has
Snow
man
the
old
cried
"I
and in no time yon-ca"No",
again,
less to say about what he can or canthrow away your crutches and be
will not do it! It is an inferior grade
not afford.
)N Best For
as well as anyone. Price 25o, 60c and
of shoe, and I will never pass It off
The Dowels
"A
$1.00. Sold by Center Block Depot
for anything better. Mark it A shoe fit II
'
WhyT
Sure to Give Satisfaction.
for a queen, and put it in the window.
Drug Co.
From a small beginning the sale and
CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
A queen does not have to do much
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy It
cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the
Health and Beauty Aid
CAHOV CATHARTIC
Nw
has extended to all parts of the Uni- diseased
membrane resulting from Catarrh walking."
ted States and many foreign coun- and drives away a Cold in the Head
Cosmetics
and lotions will not clear
Lawrence J. Anhalt, business man
tries. WhyT Because it has proved Restores the Senses of Taste andquickly.
your complexion of pimples and
Smell.
David
for
in
for
and
valuable
blotches like FoIey'sOrlno Laxative.
Warfield, brings
coughs
especially
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs ager
PTeafienft. Palatihl
colds. For sale by all dealers
i
mm i
ww
PntitniTufainnrJ TWiOaaJ J for indigestion. St.Omftp.h Anil live- - n.
Applied into the nestrils and absorbed. from the road a story of the manager Kever
ii
KeTeS
Weaken
or
10c.
toe.
85c,
Gripe,
Sicken,
Large Size, 0 cent at Druggists or by of a thrilling melodrama, in one scene sold In hulk. The genuine tablet stamped COO? hie and hahltiml Constipation. CleanS- oarantued to cure or your money back.
es tfoe system and Is pleasant to take,
in of which a husband enters one door
1
ft at
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wnll&others
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JELLY GLASSES

Las Cruces

Complete With Covers

Sweet Potatoes

27c Per Dozerv

VeryEihe
Medium Sizes

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld.

.

i
WEATHTR REPORT
' r
September 26, 1909
Temperature Maximum 77; mint
mum 35; range 42.
Humidity 6 a. m.; 59fl2 m., 33; 6
31; mean 43.
pm.
Forecast-Fa- ir
tonight, warmer north
portion Tuesday, Increasing cloudi
ness.
--

-

Four Pounds

25 Cents
AVtho?e of

Pboe Main 379

LOtAL NEWS

IKE DAVIS

1

1

o

'.-

ta Fe railway.. The deceased was well
liked here and his many friends in
this city will learn with regret of
his untimely death.

Special Men's Sanitary fleece

Order your cream from
Turner.
,
.,

The Empire Construction Co.,
opened an office in the Wells-FargCo's building on Center street

'

At $1.00 Suit

8-

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

131

75c Quality,

ten-poun- d

OF A GOOD BANK
Jls important, not only for ttite present, but
also for the years to come.
iThe right Bank connection will be a material
helpt'to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking froni the day of its organization.

gj

v

Swifts

Premium

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier,
Cashier.:

MONEY SAVED

SIXTH STREET

,

'

S3

PHONE MAIN 107

DEALERS IN

Large Blue

eaclies

Pkims
Fine For Preserving

They are at their
best now for

at the

Right Price

101 A.

D. W. CONDON

:

Best

Ironing

,

of Goods
Prompt Services
C&n be had ONLY by

STEARNS

H.

Grocer.

All this week at

Phone 144 and 145

Boucher'!

For Sale
A SNAP
acres undef Ditch.

Close in

4-

-

"THE COFFEE MAN"
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aied
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar.
rels on the bar.

nicely furnished,
Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.
pood barn and Jersey Cow.

Real Estate Co.

patronizing
.

...

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Careful Handling

Get Them At

Town.

Spring Lamb
Fancy Native Mutton
Veal
Kansas City and ttathro Dcef
Homo Dressed Spring Chick--,
ens and Hens '
All Kinds of Sausages

Washing

Best

Foot Slain 8t

PAPEN,

room house

are

Free from Slate or Slack

RESERVING

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

8

Sanitary

Bacon

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

iiJEATS in

All Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-n- g
returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
trading Co's.

Hams
and

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,00000.

The BEST

S3

ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WACimro '
Ge,Our Prices before buying.
Bridge Street
Phone Main 85

-

The First National Bank

Phone Main 21

&3

H, O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

CRYSTAL THEATER

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

E. D. RAYNOLDS,

at 50c

Jak Graaf

has

announced yesterday at the Catholic street; modern'heatlng and plumbing;
"
large shade tives and fine lawn,
church on the West side.
',
'"M:"
'
front and rear; large barn and chicken
,'
Will be sold at great bargain
The Mission Tea by the Ladies' house.
If taken within five days.
church
League of the Presbyterian
HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.
will be held at the residence of "Mrs.
J. P. Geyer, on the boulevard, Tuesday
afternoon, September 28th, at 2:30
o'clock. All are cordially invited.
MOTION PICTURES
News has been received by friends
in this city ' of the death at Larned,
Film Service' Unsurpassed
Kan., on September 23 of Frank L.
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Eames, a former resident of this city,
when his father, the late Engineer A.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
F. Eames, was an employe of the San- - Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents. Children 6 cents.

-

N

S3

N. M.

YOUR SELECTION

.

83

All Men's Work Shirts

HOME FOR SALE
The marriage of Nick Cordovo to
A
house and two lots facing
Mips Aurelia Abeytia, which will occur
in 'the next few days, was formally east on the best part of Seventh

-

A

k

Las Vegas Roller Mills

L

'

aw

,

Phone

Ladies' Heavy Ribbed Eleece
At 60c Suit

o

ride Flour

Men's Heavy Ribbed Fleece

Mrs. A. C. Valdez
on Bridge street

Three new patients have been received at 'the New Mexico hospital
for the insane, northwest of the city.
They include Abran Ramos and Will
For sale One Terrier male pup. iam Bruce from Grant county, and
M. E. Williams, 623 Railroad avenue. Donaciano Chaves from Bernalillo
county.
All the schools on the West side
Al Augdon and Will Blue, members
closed today at ten o'clock on account
of the Campbell Brothers' circus were
of the circus.
arraigned before Judge Murray this
The Ladies' Guild will meet Tues- afternoon on the charge of drunken
day afternoon at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. ness. They were fined five dollars.
Blue paid his fine but Augudon was
J. C. Lacey, 5th street.
compelled to, remain in jail, being un
Stock com- able to raise this amount.
The Spooner-Wallocpany is stopping at the New --Optic
The private car of the Henry J.
hotel. The company registers fifteen
members.
? Marten Land company of Kansas City.
passed through Las Vegas yesterday,
German
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
having a party or twenty-nv- e
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer farmers on board. The car was en
route to California, where this land
Building. E. D. Burks.
company is establishing a German
A special meeting of the Hebrew colony north of Bakersfield.'
Ladies' Benevolent Society, Will be
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kine will leavn
held at the Temple Tuesday afternoon
tomorrow for Clovis; where they will
at 2:30.
make their home in the future.. Mr.
C. ,B; Strohn, transportation
super King entering the employ of the elec
intendent of the Santa Fe, passed tric ngnt company there. During
through the city today In his private their residence in Las VegaS he has
car en route from Chicago to Gallup, been an employe of street car

I;
h

J

S3;

baby girl was born to
at the family home
The
last night.
mother and babe are doing nicely,
T. while, the doctor has hopes of pulling
the father through by heroic treat
ment.
,

T.

At $1.00 Suit

.

The chairmen of all committees of
the Harvesters' Carnival,1 will meet at
the Commercial club this evening to
perfect plans and make final arrangements for the fair which is to be held
next month.

A

I

88

-

Encarnaclon Gutierrez, a drinker of
"Seth Swap" or "A Yankee in Cuba' Vino, was arraigned before Justice
at the Duncan opera house tonight of the Peace D. R. Murray this morn
ing. He pleaded guilty to the charge
Get the best at Nolette's barber of drunkenness and was given eight
days on the streets.
shop.
Albert Straus, brother of Mrs. Al
fred Steinmetz, has accepted a position with Stern & Nahm.

Use Our

,

:..

SPECIALS

A FEV

y

VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

e

Just Hlowers
2 I,

J J

Pabst's draught beer on tap 6nly
E. Las Vegas, N. M.
at Opera bar.

609 Douglas Ave.

Tlie Boston

Ming

House

Men's and Boys' clothing, furnishing,
goods, hats, caps and shoes.
Our Fall and Winter stock is now complete and
we are in a position to offer the best values in town.
We carrry the best makes in all lines, such as Hart
Schaffher and Marx Clothing1; John B Stetson, and
,

.

Johnston & Murphys, Preston B. Knith
Shoes.

and-Se- lz

As to Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear, Hosiery etc.,
we buy from the leading Factories and Mills in the
country. And as we buy in - large quantities'it
enables us to sell

at prices

iCIJ

'

that cannot be met bjr

."
2
Uk
competition.;
It will be to your interest to inspect our line
S"-"::-

before-'buyin-

""""

Grocers, Butchers and Bakers

Las
Greenhouses
Vejas
PERRY
Whone Main
276

ONION, Prop,

.

..

l Ar

i

At

,

Hawes Hats.
LAS

The best draft beer in the city.
The Lobby, of course.

jll

OREENBERGEO,

'

g.

"

Prop.

y

y
1

.....
iJ

